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 “Let’s go to find Mommy.” 

chen chen just wanted to see their mother as soon as possible, so he didn’t care so much. 

Although he hated being kissed more, he endured it today. 

Soon, the two babies arrived at the place where Ning stream lived. 

Because it was still early, their Mommy would go out in about an hour and take a walk in the park not 

far away. 

This was the result of chen chen’s investigation in the past few days. He clearly recorded what Ning Xi 

had done every day. 

It was convenient for them to follow him. 

It suddenly occurred to chen chen that he couldn’t show up in front of their mommy so rashly, or she 

wouldn’t listen to them and go home with them. In the worst case, she might drive them away, saying 

that they were insane and that they would never have a chance to meet again in the future. 

Last time in Ning stream hospital, chen chen had a bad impression on them, so this time he wanted to 

design a plan to make it look like a coincidence. 

In the past one hour, chen chen was discussing with han han how to meet their mommy 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Soon, an hour pa**ed. As chen chen expected, Ning stream went out at this time. 

“Mommy…” 

“Yes, Mommy!” 

Both the two babies saw Ning stream. chen chen looked at her absent mindedly. He wanted to run up to 

hug his mother, but he could only look at her from a distance. 

Her sister han han pointed ahead and shouted excitedly “mommy”. chen chen quickly covered her 

mouth, fearing that Ning stream would find it. 

“Hush! Keep it down. Mommy will find out.” 

Like a child who had done something wrong, han han nodded slightly. 

As soon as Ning Xi went out, she felt someone calling her. She looked around and found no one. Was it 

an illusion? 

Then Ning stream didn’t pay much attention to it and went to the park as usual. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The two kids quickly followed up, creating all kinds of opportunities to meet their mommy. 



When they arrived at the park, Ning stream took a walk, and the two babies were playing aside. They 

didn’t follow her anymore. They knew that Ning stream would come here, so they decided to stay here 

and wait for her. 

About half an hour later 

“Brother, why hasn’t Mommy come yet?Is she no longer in the park? ” 

After a long time, their mommy didn’t show up. han han became a little anxious. 

“No, I don’t think so. Mommy will be here soon. Maybe she has been shopping in other places of the 

park.” 

chen chen believed that their Mommy would definitely pa** here. 

“Hey!Brother, look! Look!It’s Mommy! ” 

As expected, just as chen chen and han han finished their words, their mommy Ning stream appeared. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The two babies quickly cooperated. 

She pretended to be playing here and let Ning Xi see them first. 

“Brother, have you hidden it well?I closed my eyes dozens of times. ” 

Standing on the road that Ning stream must pa**, han han was playing hide and seek with chen chen. 

Before Ning Xi came over, he saw two babies not far away and saw them playing. 

She walked towards them curiously. 

Seeing this, chen chen walked towards han han. He could tell that Ning Xi had found them. 
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 “chen chen, han han, is that you?” 

Ning Xi walked up to chen chen and han han and greeted her warmly. 

It seemed that Ning Xi didn’t tell her what happened in the hospital last time 

In her heart. 

Otherwise, she wouldn’t have been so kind, and she still remembered the names of the two babies. 

“Mommy!Do you still remember us? ” 

han han was a little excited and called him directly. 

“Auntie, my sister misses mommy so much. Don’t be angry.” 



chen chen, on the other hand, was just in case. He was worried that the way he called her would upset 

Ning stream and affect his plan. 

In order to get their mommy back to them safely, it didn’t matter even if she was not their mommy 

temporarily. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

However, instead of getting angry, Ning Xi became more enthusiastic to them. 

“It doesn’t matter. If you like it, just call me like that.” 

Perhaps it was because she had thought of her two children recently that there seemed to be something 

in Ning Xi’s heart that she couldn’t let go. 

In fact, Nina was very happy to see the two babies by accident. 

“Really?” 

The two babies were both surprised. They stared at Ning stream with their big eyes for a long time and 

asked in unison. 

Ning Xi nodded with a smile, “of course it’s true. I never lie.” 

The two babies were so excited that they couldn’t help but hold Nina in their arms. 

“Mommy is not angry with us, not with Daddy. We are so happy!” 

chen chen felt that it was another step away from the plan. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Your daddy… We won’t talk about him. I only like you.” 

At the mention of gu jin yi, Ning Xi’s playful face suddenly darkened. When she recalled that gu jin yi had 

done something to her in the hospital, she became annoyed. 

It seemed that she was still hostile to gu jin yi. How could the two babies not see it? 

chen chen thought to himself, ‘no, I can’t let mommy have a bad impression on daddy. Otherwise, it will 

be difficult for mommy to come back to Daddy. I have to find a way to make Mommy accept Daddy…’ 

“Eh?chen chen and han han, why are you here so early?Do you also live nearby? ” 

Ning Xi asked curiously. The two children were playing in the park so early, and there was no adult with 

them. 

This question choked chen chen and han han. 

Fortunately, the two babies were quick to react. They immediately turned their heads and said, “our 

home is not far away. We were too bored at home, so we came out to play.” 

“Yes, no one will play with us at home, so we can only play with other children in the park.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 



The tacit cooperation between chen chen and han han made Ning Xi have no idea. 

At the thought that her two children didn’t have a mother and their father didn’t care about them, she 

felt more pity and love for them. 

“How about this? I’ll take you to my home. I happen to have a brother to play with you.” 

“Okay, okay. I really want to see mommy’s house.” 

“Thank you, Mommy. But we have to go home early today.” 

Ning Xi’s suggestion was particularly attractive to the two babies, which happened to be in chen chen’s 

plan. 

han han was more excited than anyone else, but chen chen refused this time, because he noticed that 

their father would come back for lunch this noon, so as not to arouse his sus***ion. 

Although chen chen also wanted to go there, he refrained himself in order to make the later plan more 

perfect. 
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 “Yes, daddy said he would go home early for dinner today.” 

han han also knew how to play it by ear and cooperated with her brother chen chen. 

Seeing that chen chen and han han said so, Ning Xi didn’t force them anymore. 

“Well, it doesn’t matter. I’ll come to your house next time.” 

Ning Xi was still enthusiastic. 

Ning stream was chatting and playing with the two babies in the park. 

At this moment, a woman not far away was looking at the scene in front of her with her big eyes in 

disbelief 

The happy time always pa**ed so fast. It was almost lunch time. The two babies finally mentioned going 

home. 

“Mommy, we are going back.” 

“Well, it’s time. I don’t want to leave Mommy…” 

Only then did ning xiao xi notice that it was almost lunch time. She thought it was only eight or nine 

o’clock. How time flies when she was with the two babies. 

“How about I drive you home?” 

Ning Xi was worried about the two children going home alone. 

“No, No. we are all familiar with this place. It doesn’t matter.” 



chen chen refused. He couldn’t let Ning Xi know their whereabouts. 

He could see that Ning Xi was worried about them. 

“If we miss Mommy, we can come here to find you. Mommy, you will be here, right? Waah… I don’t 

want to leave. I want to stay with Mommy…” 

han han was reluctant to leave. Every time they separated, she couldn’t help but cry. 

“Come here. This is my call. Call me if you need anything.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Seeing the two babies in such a state, Ning Xi didn’t know what to say. In order to comfort them, he 

wrote his phone number on the ground of the park. 

The two babies immediately looked at the string of numbers on the ground and remembered them at a 

glance. 

Seeing the two little babies staring at the phone number on the ground for a long time, Ning Xi suddenly 

realized that the phone number was so long. How could the two five year old children remember it? 

She hadn’t thought of it just now, but now she felt that she was too careless. 

“chen chen han han, I’m going to find a pen and paper to write the number to you. I’m afraid you won’t 

remember it if it’s written on the ground.” 

When Ning Xi was about to turn around and leave, the two babies said at the same time. 

“Mommy doesn’t need paper or pen. I have remembered it.” 

“Mommy, I have imprinted it in my mind.” 

Hearing the words of the two babies, Ning Xi stopped and looked at them in surprise. “Have you 

remembered it?” 

The two babies nodded naturally. They thought it was easy to remember a number. 

“Mommy, it’s time to go back. We will miss you and call you!Remember to miss us too. Bye! ” 

The two babies looked at the time and wanted to go home as soon as possible, so they said goodbye to 

Ning stream hurriedly and left the park. 

“Slow down!I will miss you too! ” 

ning xiao xi waved her hand at the backs of the two babies. Somehow, she echoed their words and 

seemed to be looking forward to the next meeting as well. 

The two babies were very happy all the way. This time they met their mommy smoothly. 

At Empire first hospital. 

ye xiao xiao gradually recovered, but she could only lie on the bed. 



As long as an zi hao had time, he would come to the hospital to take care of ye xiao xiao.It seemed that 

he had to take care of her every day except for work. 

Seeing that she was getting better and better, an zi hao felt much better. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Celia, please recover as soon as possible. I’ve been waiting for you…” 

“an ~ Jonny…” 

Just as an zi hao held ye xiao xiao’s fragile hand and spoke to her, she suddenly reacted. She called out 

an zi hao’s name weakly. 

“Beep, beep, beep…” 

At this time, because of the rapid heartbeat, the machine beside the bed also made a sound. 

There was no need for an zi hao to call the doctor over. They rushed to the ward as soon as they heard 

the sound. 

“Doctor! Doctor!Look, she just called my name! ” 

No one could understand how excited and nervous an zi hao was at the moment. 

“Please wait outside.” 

The nurse pushed an zi hao to the door. 

The door was closed and she could only see what was going on inside through the gla**. 

Celia, you will be fine. I believe you will! 

…… 

Ten minutes later, the door was opened. 

The doctors left the ward with smiles on their faces, leaving the attending doctor in charge. 

“Doctor, how is she?She was able to speak just now. Is she getting better? ” 

an zi hao asked the doctor excitedly. It seemed that he couldn’t wait for the doctor to speak first. 

“Don’t worry. ye xiao jie’s condition is indeed better than we think. She seems to have a strong force in 

her heart to support her.I believe that she will recover in less than a month. ” 

The doctor’s words stunned an zi hao. He was too excited to say anything. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

He recalled what the doctor had just said in his mind. He said that Celia would recover soon and be like a 

normal person. 

“Young man, young man, did you hear what I said?” 



The doctor saw that an zi hao didn’t respond at all, so he kindly reminded him. 

“Thank you, doctor! Thank you so much!I’ll treat you a big meal when she recovers. You can go ahead 

with your work. ” 

While speaking, an zi hao kept pushing the doctor out of the ward. 

Before the doctor could say anything, he had already asked an zi hao to shut the door. 

“This young man, ha ha…” 

The doctor was also drunk. He smiled helplessly and then left. 

Sitting back next to Celia, an zi hao felt much more excited than doing anything. 

“Celia, do you know?The doctor said you would recover soon. Did you hear that?You will get up soon 

and come with us. ” 

an zi hao bent over Celia and felt her heartbeat. 

At the same time, outside the ward, he was quietly staring at the scene in the ward. 

In fact, he came to the hospital to visit ye xiao xiao every day. After all, she had saved two children, and 

she was Ning Xi’s best friend. 

gu jin yi had used a lot of resources to help ye xiao xiao recover so well. 

He hired the best doctor in the country and the best medicine. 

He owed Celia. He didn’t know how to pay her back. At present, he could only use this way. 

Today, he knew that ye xiao xiao’s condition had improved, so he immediately rushed over from the 

company. Seeing this scene, he was relieved. 
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Suddenly, he thought of his wife, Ning Xi, and ye xiao xiao in front of him. ming ming knew that what 

happened between them was not an accident, but man-made. 

Besides, the memory loss of Ning stream must have something to do with the car accident of Celia. 

But gu jin yi felt that he was not capable enough. The most important witness was still lying here and 

could not provide any clue.This made gu jin yi hate himself so much that he couldn’t protect the woman 

he loved most. She would rather believe other men than herself. 

He didn’t know why she had forgotten everything in the past. Now if he wanted her to come back to 

him, he had to find out the reason. 

gu jin yi forced her to come back. He knew that Ning Xi would never come back with him, and she would 

never think of the past. She would not be willing to, and would even be like last time in the hospital. 

At this time, his a**istant xu chen called in. 



“Say it.” 

gu jin yi knew that Darren would call at this time, because it was about Ning Xi. 

“Mr. Lu, as far as I know, Mrs. Lu takes a walk in a nearby park every morning. This morning, I followed 

your instructions to observe for a period of time, and it is true.But the man you asked me to investigate 

doesn’t seem to be in Mrs. Huo’s house… ” 

Jacob told gu jin yi what he saw and understood today in 11. 

In fact, he had already known this. If Jonny had been living with his woman all the time, would he be as 

calm as he was now? 

She could forget him, gu jin yi, but she would never allow any other man to get close to her! 

Last time in the hospital, it was his bottom line to ask gong hao yu to bring Ning Xi back. If it was not for 

the safety and happiness of the woman he loved, he would not let him go back. 

“Keep an eye on him.” 

“Yes!President. ” 

Of course, Darren knew who the man was. He didn’t ask about the matter of Ning stream. Since gu jin yi 

didn’t mention it, he would do the task he was a**igned by him. 

In the hall of Gu family’s villa, pei xiu juan was chatting leisurely on the sofa. 

They were mainly talking about chen chen and han han. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

They had been talking for almost the whole morning. Knowing that pei xiu juan liked her two grandsons, 

pei xiu juan took advantage of this topic to talk with her. But she didn’t expect that she didn’t want to 

stop. 

“Elixirs, tell me what my two grandchildren like to do?Besides, what do you like to eat and play? ” 

pei xiu juan wanted to know more about chen chen and han han from the elixir. 

Every time he asked his son about this matter, he would casually say it. He didn’t have time to do it. He 

was so busy that she, as his grandmother, was not qualified at all. 

Now there was finally a person who was more willing to tell her. pei xiu juan was very excited. 

“Auntie, chen chen and han han are very obedient. They are not fussy about food.They will eat whatever 

you cook for them. ” 

In fact, she didn’t know much about pills, because she had only lived in Ning Xi’s house for a few days. 

But she wanted pei xiu juan to have a better impression of her, so she had to answer vaguely. 

“Oh, speaking of the stream, I remember it.He said she disappeared for no reason. What happened? ” 

pei xiu juan then remembered that she hadn’t seen the mother of two children for a long time. 



Because of pei xiu juan’s words, the pill seemed to have some thoughts. 

An idea flashed through her clear eyes. 

“Yes, I haven’t seen her for a long time. I seem to hear that she is seriously ill and will soon die.” 

The pill looked pitiful, as if it was her own business. 

“No, no, no!I said something wrong. I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have said that.Even if Naomi is sick, she will be 

fine… ” 

The pill had been carefully observing the expression on pei xiu juan’s face. 

“Seriously ill…” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Hearing the news, pei xiu juan seemed to be in a trance and her head was floating. 

Her mind was in a mess. 

“Auntie, are you okay?” 

Judging from pei xiu juan’s expression, the pill might have guessed that she was overthinking, which 

meant that her words had affected her. 

“Nothing, nothing…” 

Outside the door, the two babies were looking at gu jin yi’s off duty time and coming back home. 

“Grandma, grandma, we are back.” 

The childish and energetic voices of the two babies interrupted pei xiu juan’s thoughts. 

“My dear grandchildren are back. What do you think?Is it fun to go to the company? ” 

Seeing the two babies staggering into the room, pei xiu juan immediately stood up from the sofa, not 

caring about what they were talking about at this time. 

As for chen chen and han han, the two naughty kids, in fact, felt a little guilty when facing their 

grandmother’s question. 

However, they had been well prepared and how to deal with it. 

“It’s fun. We’ll go there next time!” 

“But we will play with grandma, because we love her very much, too…” 

When the two babies echoed each other, pei xiu juan was overjoyed. 

“Okay, okay, I know you are good.By the way, hasn’t Daddy come back yet? ” 

Only then did pei xiu juan find that the two children had come back, but she didn’t see gu jin yi. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



“Grandma, daddy is outside. He will come in soon.” 

chen chen checked the time and believed that their father would be home at this time. 

But in fact, he was nervous when he said this. What if his father didn’t come back? 

Hearing her brother’s words, han han was more nervous than him. 

My dear brother, how dare you say that?Daddy was not outside. How could he change into a daddy? 

han han was also nervous. 

“Grandma, don’t worry. We won’t lose daddy.” 

han han took the opportunity to make a joke, hoping that pei xiu juan wouldn’t mind it. 

Outside the villa of Gu family, a black Rolls-Royce was driving in. Their father, gu jin yi, came back. 

“Grandma, let’s go upstairs.” 

Then the two babies ran upstairs. 

“chen chen and han han, you can go upstairs after dinner.” 

pei xiu juan couldn’t catch up with the two babies. They ran upstairs before she finished her words. 

“Grandma, we’re not hungry yet. We’ll go downstairs later.” 

pei xiu juan had no choice but to go upstairs with han han and the baby girl. 
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Sure enough, he walked in. 

“Mr. Brian, you’re back!” 

The pill was more excited to see gu jin yi than anyone else. She walked quickly to him. 

But gu jin yi didn’t care. 

pei xiu juan seemed to have something to say, so she asked him to have dinner at the table. 

Seeing that he didn’t notice her, the pill felt a little disappointed. 

On the table. 

“How is it going with the matter of finding a stream?” 

pei xiu juan asked casually while eating. 

At this moment, gu jin yi was thinking about how to meet Ning stream, so he didn’t notice pei xiu juan’s 

words and ate silently. 

Seeing this, pei xiu juan was still unwilling to give up. Silence meant that there was still a chance. 



“I’m just worried about him. The stream hasn’t been found for so long. Is there anything wrong?” 

pei xiu juan wanted to know whether Ning Xi was seriously ill as the pill said. 

“Mom, I’ll take care of these things. The stream has been found, but she can’t go home now. I’ll let her 

go home unharmed later.” 

gu jin yi replied casually, without telling pei xiu juan that Ning Xi had lost his memory. 

After saying that, he put down the bowl and chopsticks, stood up and left the table. “I’m finished.” 

Hearing this, pei xiu juan seemed to have misunderstood and stopped picking up food. 

Hearing her son’s words and what the pill had just told her, pei xiu juan felt that she understood 

instantly. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

It seemed that the pill was true. Ning Xi was seriously ill and needed time to be treated.It seemed that 

the matter was very serious 

No, my son can’t live like this all his life!Was she the wife of the CEO of the Empire group?How can we 

face others if the news spreads out? 

At the thought of this, pei xiu juan couldn’t help but feel flustered. She knew that it was difficult to 

change gu jin yi’s decision. 

Although she gave birth to two cute and lovely children for the Gu family, she couldn’t lose my son’s 

happiness just because of this, could she? 

The more pei xiu juan thought about it, the more anxious she became. She had to talk to her son about 

it. 

At a place not far away, the pill refiner was staring at what had just happened, but she could only peep 

at it from a distance. She couldn’t hear what gu jin yi and the others were talking about at all? 

The pill was very nervous and scared. What if pei xiu juan told her that Ning stream was seriously ill to 

bill?If gu jin yi knew it, she would be driven away. No, she couldn’t leave the Gu family. She couldn’t be 

driven away! 

Alas… It’s all my fault. I didn’t think it over before I spoke. What should I do now?No, she had to find an 

opportunity to test what pei xiu juan and the others had talked about. 

The pill turned around and went back to the hall, pretending to pack up, but actually thinking about how 

to get pei xiu juan’s words. 

In the hall upstairs, as soon as he entered, he saw two little babies sitting on the sofa and staring at the 

photos of Ning stream. 

In fact, the two babies were very happy at the moment, because they saw Ning stream and spent the 

whole morning happily. 

When he saw this scene, he suddenly thought of the scene in the hall. 



If his wife, Ning Xi, was at home, he would see her watching TV, reading and playing with her two 

children, instead of sitting here alone with her two children. 

In an instant, he felt more guilty to the two children. He couldn’t stay with them all the time. 

All of a sudden, a sense of bitterness welled up in his heart. He didn’t know when he had become so 

emotional. 

“chen chen, han han.” 

“Daddy, you are back.” 

gu jin yi walked close to the two babies and sat down, hugging them all of a sudden. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The two babies felt that their daddy was a little busy today. 

“Daddy, what’s wrong with you?” 

“Daddy, you can tell us what happened. We have grown up.” 

The two babies were sensible and comforted their daddy. 

Although they didn’t know what had happened, they knew that their father was not happy. 

“chen chen, han han, I’m sorry. I can’t even stay with you all the time.” 

gu jin yi said in a low and hoarse voice. chen chen and han han could feel their father’s guilt and 

sadness. 

The two babies caressed their daddy’s back and comforted him. 

“Daddy didn’t do anything wrong to us. We are happy to have a daddy like you!” 

“Yes, daddy is our example. He is the best!” 

Not knowing when, his eyes turned red, but he quickly adjusted himself. 

After letting go of chen chen han han, he looked at the two of them with soft eyes and said, “chen chen 

han han, you miss Mommy, right? Mommy will come back to us soon.” 

gu jin yi smiled at the two babies. He had already made a plan. He would try to restore Ning Xi’s 

memory. 

The two babies didn’t say anything. They just nodded obediently and said in one voice, “we believe 

Daddy!” 

In fact, chen chen really wanted to tell gu jin yi that they went to find Ning Xi. He wanted to tell gu jin yi 

that their mother was not angry, but his plan couldn’t be messed up like this, so he chose not to tell her. 

After gu jin yi left, the two babies began to WeChat chat with Ca**ie. They had already remembered her 

new number. 

Sure enough, as soon as the friend request was sent, the other party agreed. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

The two babies hugged each other excitedly. “Mommy has added us!” 

“We can chat with mommy every day!” 

Downstairs. 

The pill only wanted to know what was on pei xiu juan’s mind, so it had been looking for an opportunity 

to chat with pei xiu juan. It was planned to go to the hall to get her words after the kitchen was finished. 

But unexpectedly, before the pill could reach pei xiu juan, pei xiu juan quietly came to the kitchen. 

“Pills, pills, come here first. I’ll be busy later.” 

pei xiu juan walked quietly to the side of the pill and dragged her to the hall. 

“What’s wrong?What happened?Auntie. ” 

The pill had already guessed why pei xiu juan called her here in such a hurry. 

She was trying to get pei xiu juan’s words, so she came to her. 

It could also save the activity of the brain cells of the pill. 

“Pills? Thank you for telling me earlier that the stream is seriously ill, or I would still be kept in the dark 

till now!” 

pei xiu juan patted her thigh excitedly, with a hint of agitation in her tone. 

Hearing this, gu jin yi didn’t deny that Ning Xi was seriously ill? 

It seemed that he didn’t want to tell pei xiu juan too much about Ning Xi. 

This time, the pill could carry on her plan. 
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 “Auntie, it’s not a big deal. Naomi will recover soon. Don’t worry too much.” 

The pill comforted pei xiu juan, pretending to speak for Ning Xi. 

“Alas… I thought she gave birth to two cute grandchildren for our family. Our family owed her for the 

past five years, but now she is seriously ill… Then my son married a seriously ill woman at such a young 

age. What others think of our family? I thought my good life was coming,I didn’t expect that my life 

would be so miserable… ” 

pei xiu juan didn’t seem to have any place to complain. As she spoke to the pill, her eyes turned red, and 

her snot and tears poured out her bitterness. 

pei xiu juan said so much, indicating that she didn’t want Ning Xi to return to the Gu clan again, which 

was exactly what the pill wanted. 



She knew that pei xiu juan had an idea. It seemed that what she wanted would come true soon 

As long as Ning Xi could never enter the Gu clan, she would have the chance to be gu jin yi’s woman and 

his daughter-in-law. 

“Auntie, don’t be sad. I’m also very sad to see you sad.I have an idea. You can listen to me.Even if Mr. Gu 

wants Naomi to come back, if we arrange a daughter-in-law for Mr. Gu before she comes back, won’t it 

kill two birds with one stone?Auntie, do you think it’s a good idea? ” 

The elixir was also giving advice to pei xiu juan, in fact, to pave the way for herself. 

Hearing what the pill said, pei xiu juan seemed to see a glimmer of hope. With dejected eyes, she looked 

at the pill hopefully and said, “that’s a good idea!Pill, I’ve made up my mind. That’s it! ” 

The first step of the pill’s plan had succeeded. Next, it was time for her to change herself. She hoped 

that pei xiu juan would like her. If she stood on her side, it would be very close to becoming the hostess 

of the Gu clan. 

On the other side, ou yang mu xue was shooting an advertis****t, and Richard was waiting for her. 

Suddenly, ou yang mu xue’s phone rang. He didn’t answer it because it was an unknown number. 

When the shooting of the ou yang mu xue advertis****t was finished, Richard was about to hand his 

phone to her. ou yang mu xue asked first, “how about the clothes we took today?” 

In fact, Richard had already found that the clothes ou yang mu xue wore today were a little special. It 

seemed that they were not provided by the factory, but he didn’t care about such a trifle. 

“The clothes are very special, and with today’s theme, they are even more unique.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Richard said simply. 

ou yang mu xue smiled, “it seems that I didn’t choose the wrong person.” 

Richard frowned and didn’t understand what ou yang mu xue meant. 

“Today’s dress was designed by Ellie.” 

ou yang mu xue knew what was on Richard’s mind, so she told him frankly. 

“It turned out that she designed it.” 

In fact, Richard was a little surprised. He only knew that Ellie could design evening dresses. He didn’t 

expect that she could design such perfect clothes for commercial shooting. 

This was exactly in line with the advertising company. It not only highlighted ou yang mu xue’s 

personality, but also reflected what the advertising company wanted to represent. 

However, last time ou yang mu xue attended an auction, she became a hot topic because of an evening 

dress designed by Ellie. The whole discussion was about that evening dress. How beautiful and attractive 

ou yang mu xue was, and her fans were also increasing. 



Because of this, many female stars in the entertainment circle wanted to find Ellie to design for them, 

but she was the private designer of ou yang mu xue. Only with her permission could she design for 

others. 

The performance of Ellie, who hadn’t arrived at the examination, had already satisfied ou yang mu xue. 

“By the way, what did you want to say just now?” 

ou yang mu xue asked when she realized that Richard had something to say. 

Richard almost forgot about it, so he handed her the phone and said, “Oh, right. There are several 

strange calls from you.” 

ou yang mu xue frowned, “an unknown number?” 

Richard nodded. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

ou yang mu xue was depressed. This number had been used since she went to school. Only her family 

and several good friends knew it, but there had never been a strange number calling in. 

He put a coat on ou yang mu xue and showed her the number. 

“Have a look.” 

“No, I don’t need it. From now on, delete all the strange numbers.” 

ou yang mu xue glanced at the phone screen. 

“Okay, I’ll blacklist him.” 

“Wait a minute.” 

ou yang mu xue seemed to have noticed the phone number. Her eyes flickered and she seemed to see a 

familiar figure. 

With garnet lipstick on her lips, she gave out a feminine smile. Two words came out of her mouth. 

“It’s him.” 

As soon as she walked out of the company, a white Benz stopped at the gate of the company with a 

flickering light. At this time, it looked particularly dazzling. 

At first, ou yang mu xue didn’t pay much attention to it. As the light of the car flashed more and more 

fiercely, she directly stared at ou yang mu xue, making her have to cover it with her hands. 

“Who is it?Didn’t you see anyone? ” 

At this time, ou yang mu xue angrily walked to the car. Before she knocked on the window, the man in 

the car had already got off. 

“You!” 



ou yang mu xue was stamping her feet and was about to scold, but she stopped as soon as the man 

appeared in front of her. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Daniel… Why are you here?” 

ou yang mu xue was particularly surprised. Why was Jonny here all of a sudden. 

“mu xue, long time no see.” 

…… 

In a cafe. 

ou yang mu xue stared at gong hao yu with her beautiful eyes and said nothing. 

“Why are you looking at me all the time?” 

On the contrary, Jonny felt that ou yang mu xue was not like the girl who was shy at that time and would 

blush when others looked at her. But now she was staring at a man. 

“At that time, you suddenly went abroad and disappeared without a trace. I wanted to know your 

information, but there was really no information about you.” 

ou yang mu xue grumbled. 

gong hao yu smiled sentimentally, “mu xue, I’m sorry. I was…” 

“Ah!The past is the past. Why do you still mention it?I’m fine now. Look, I’m still a big star! ” 

It seemed that ou yang mu xue had let go of the past and didn’t want to mention it again. Her 

expression made Jonny feel a little relieved. 

He was worried that ou yang mu xue would take it to heart because of the past. 
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 “That’s good. I’m relieved to see you live a good life.” 

gong hao yu picked up a cup of coffee and took a sip. 

“But you haven’t told me why I came back all of a sudden.” 

ou yang mu xue still wanted to ask why Jonny came back all of a sudden. 

“It’s a long story. Let me tell you slowly.” 

gong hao yu patiently chatted with ou yang and mu xue here for more than an hour. 

…… 

“Oh, I see.If you need any help, just tell me. I will help you if I can! ” 



ou yang mu xue seemed to have changed a lot in front of Jonny, and her tone of speaking also became 

different from hers. Her loyal tone made people feel comfortable. 

gong hao yu was about to say something, but was interrupted by a phone call. 

“Sorry, I have to answer the phone.” 

gong hao yu took a look at his phone and found that it was a call from someone who took care of gu 

ning stream. He knew that something might have happened to Ning stream. 

He walked aside and answered the phone. 

After a while, she returned to her original position. “mu xue, I have something to deal with in my 

company, so I have to go first.” 

“It doesn’t matter. You can go ahead with your work and come out to have a get-together when you 

have time.” 

As soon as he finished his words, he ran out of the cafe in a hurry. Looking at his hurried steps, ou yang 

mu xue seemed to think about something. 

ou yang mu xue seemed to have seen the man she had never seen before. This time, she felt that he had 

changed a lot. He had become more mature and steady, and was no longer the former Jonny. 

After receiving the phone call, gong hao yu rushed home and went upstairs without any delay. 

As soon as she entered the room, Ning stream was lying on the bed quietly. 

Beside her, there were people arranged by Jonny to take care of her, so he knew that Ning stream was 

safe for the time being. 

“shao ye…” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

gong hao yu made a gesture to calm her down. 

He walked slowly into Ning stream, but Ning stream still felt the movement and slowly opened its eyes. 

“Daniel…” 

“Close your eyes and have a rest.” 

Ning Xi opened his eyes and saw gong hao yu. 

gong hao yu said gently. 

ning xiao xi fell asleep again. It seemed that she was really tired. 

Then, they walked out of the room. 

“What happened?” 

As soon as she walked out of the room, the atmosphere immediately changed. Her tone was as cold as 

the ice mountain, which made people tremble. 



“shao ye, it’s really not me… I’ll go out to buy something for her if she wants to eat. She fainted when I 

came back.” 

The woman beside gong hao yu was trembling with fear. 

At the beginning, gong hao yu just kept silent, which made people more nervous and scared. 

“Mr…” 

“You may leave now.” 

The woman was so frightened that she wanted to explain again, but unexpectedly, Jonny asked her to 

leave first. 

The woman didn’t stay there for a second and ran downstairs. 

gong hao yu turned around and went back to his room. He didn’t expect Ning Xi to wake up. She was still 

awake. 

“Tianxin.” 

gong hao yu hurried to her side. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Daniel, don’t blame her. I know my own body.” 

ning xiao xi said in a light tone, and even used a lot of strength to speak. 

She seemed to have heard the conversation outside and knew that gong hao yu was angry. 

A faint smile gradually appeared on gong hao yu’s heavy face, which meant that he would not blame 

anyone. 

“Where is Amanda?” 

As a matter of fact, gong hao yu found out as soon as he entered the room that Yvonne didn’t stay with 

him when Ning stream fainted. Logically, Yvonne should be here when Ning stream fainted.So she 

asked. 

“Ethan took ray out. She asked me to go with her, but I didn’t want to go out, so I stayed at home.” 

Nina explained carefully. She was afraid that Jonny would misunderstand her and think that she didn’t 

take good care of herself. 

“Have a good rest. Don’t make me worry anymore.” 

Ning Xi wanted to get up from the bed. The room was so stuffy that she couldn’t breathe. 

“Jonny, I want to take a walk.” 

gong hao yu didn’t stop her. He helped Ning Xi get up and went downstairs carefully. 

“Tianxin, you can rest here. I’ll go to the kitchen and get you something to eat.” 



gong hao yu helped Ning Xi sit on the sofa in the hall, and then went to the kitchen. Ning Xi couldn’t help 

but stand up and walk to the yard after a short while. 

Or the air outside made her feel comfortable and energetic. 

It suddenly occurred to Ning Xi that he hadn’t gone to the park these days. If the two children went to 

the park to look for him, they would not be able to find him. 

She was worried about this. 

At this time, Ning Xi realized that she hadn’t checked her mobile phone for two days. Then she took out 

her mobile phone from her pocket and saw that chen chen and han han had sent many messages. 

“Mommy, why can’t we find you in the park these days?” 

“Mommy, are you sick?” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Mommy, we miss you so 
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She felt that the two children’s wechat moments were quite interesting, so she kept looking down. The 

smile on Ning stream’s face gradually disappeared, and then her face became a little heavy. With a slight 

frown, she approached the screen of her mobile phone and looked at a photo in the wechat moments. 

She clicked on the enlarged picture, and the man she hated appeared in her eyes again. 

But in the video, he was playing with the child, not as hateful as she thought. 

Then she continued to look through a photo, which made her eyes dull. Her eyes had been fixed on the 

photo in front of her. 

Because she saw a woman who looked exactly like her and sat next to the man she hated. The man 

looked at the woman with tenderness in his eyes. 

Ning Xi suddenly felt unbelievable. It was hard to imagine that such a cold and domineering man could 

be so gentle. 

And she had never thought that there would be someone so similar to her. 

Seeing this photo, Ning Xi knew something about chen chen and han han’s two children. 

Why did they always call her “mommy”. 

It was true that they were too ugly to be recognized. 

But she still felt strange about the loss of memory of Ning Xi. She didn’t believe that such a thing would 

happen in the world, and it would happen to her. 

Just as Ning Xi was deep in thought about something, Jonny came out with a fruit plate. 



“Tianxin, why are you here? Have some fruits first.” 

Ning Xi subconsciously turned off the phone and put it beside her after hearing gong hao yu’s words. 

She wanted to know more about it. 

She turned around to look at Jonny and simply replied, “the air outside is better.” 

In this way, Jonny chatted with Nina in the yard and breathed the fresh air. 

On the other side, the two babies ran out of the door happily. They were in a good mood today because 

they chatted with their mommy, so they had to reward themselves. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

They walked to a street nearby. 

At the same time, Maranda was nearby with her son ray. 

“Mom, I can’t walk anymore…” 

Ray looked up at gu yi ran innocently, hoping that she could hug him. 

“Then Mommy will hug you.” 

Sure enough, even if she loved her son, she still wanted to take him away. 

However, it seemed that she was not capable enough. Looking at the shopping bags in her hands, she 

felt helpless. 

“How about ray?Just sit here and wait for me. I’ll be back soon after buying something. ” 

gu yi ran had no choice. Ray was always obedient, so she trusted him. 

This suggestion was not bad. Ray nodded with a smile and agreed. 

gu yi ran went to the opposite, and ray sat there waiting for his mother. 

After gu yi ran left for a while, ray looked through the shopping bags and found something delicious. 

Suddenly, a toy ball was rolled out and rolled along the road. 

Ray immediately stood up and ran to the road after the toy ball. “My toy ball!” 

At this moment, a white car was driving towards ray. The owner of the car was none other than ou yang. 

When chen chen and han han, who were shopping, saw this scene, they immediately chased after ray. 

“Watch out for cars!” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Squeak! Squeak! Squeak!” 

Fortunately, ray drove steadily. ou yang stepped on the brake in time to prevent ray from being hit. 



But Ray was only four years old after all. He was still frightened by this scene. He sat on the ground and 

cried. 

ou yang shi rui had never had such a traffic problem before. This time, he was also frightened. He got off 

the car in a hurry and picked up ray in front of the car, fearing that he would be injured. 

“Kid, do you feel any pain or discomfort?” 

He could only ask in this way. 

It was the first time that he had been faced with such a situation. He really didn’t know how to comfort 

a child’s crying. 

Ray didn’t stop crying. He lowered his head and kept crying. He kept calling gu yi ran, “Mom, mom, I’m 

going to die. I was hit by a car. I want mom…” 

At this time, the two babies also arrived in front of ray. Carefully looking at the distance between the car 

and ray, it seemed that they did not hit the child. 

Fortunately~ 

The two babies were also shocked and sighed in their hearts. 

Although they didn’t know each other, they still hoped that the world was beautiful and there was no 

accident. 

When the two babies saw that there was nothing else to do, they turned around and were about to 

leave. However, Ray’s loud cry attracted many onlookers on the roadside. It was obvious that these 

uncles who were driving were at a loss. 

The two babies planned to help him to the end. They should deal with this kind of children who were 

about the same age as them in this way. In this case, it was not appropriate to coax him all the time. 

“xiao xiao friend!This uncle didn’t hit you. Why are you crying?Aren’t you here safe and sound? ” 

As a child, chen chen shouted at ray. As expected, ray stopped crying because of chen chen’s words. 

Perhaps ray thought what he said was reasonable. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

He lowered his head and saw himself sitting on the ground, safe and sound. 

Then, he slowly raised his head and stared at the two little babies in front of him with tears in his eyes, 

with a childish thin lips curling. 

chen chen was very happy in his heart. He didn’t want to cry now. He had to find a way to deal with such 

a xiao xiao friend. 

Unexpectedly, within a minute, ray cried again. “Mommy, I want to see Mommy…” 

chen chen was also helpless with him, like a vigorous flower instantly withered. 

Ray ignored chen chen and continued to cry for his mother. 



“Little brother, let’s take you to find your mother.” 

Then, han han walked over and squatted in front of ray. She looked at him with a tender smile, which 

was full of joy and excitement. 

While ou yang and Ray had been coaxing ray. He felt that the little boy in front of him was a little similar 

to him. 

He smiled helplessly. How could he have such an idea? 

In the tender voice of han han, ray finally quieted down. 

He stared at the little girl han han without saying a word, and a smile gradually appeared on his sad face. 

“Little sister, can you really take me to find Mommy?” 

It seemed that han han’s method worked. At least ray was willing to talk to her. 

han han nodded with a smile and slowly helped him up with ou yang and ray. 
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Gradually, the crowd dispersed. 

At this time, a phone call came in from ou yang and ray. It seemed that there was something urgent that 

needed him to deal with back. 

“Okay, I know. I’ll be right there.” 

Seeing this, the two babies let ou yang shi rui leave first. “Uncle, you can go ahead with your work. 

There’s nothing else to do here.” 

However, he always felt apologetic. After all, he had frightened the child. So he held him and sat on a 

chair aside. After comforting him for a while, he said, “kid, this is my name card. If you need anything, 

ask your parents to call me.” 

Seeing that ray was safe and sound, ou yang and ray stood up and walked back in a hurry. 

At this moment, she happened to have bought something and walked towards them from the opposite. 

Seeing a familiar back, she slowly stopped. 

She kept staring at the back of ou yang and ray until he got in the car and left 

The two babies had been chatting with ray. 

The three of them became familiar with each other soon, and ray didn’t mention to look for his mother 

any more. 

gu yi ran stood still in a daze. It was him 

At this time, a series of things about her past with ou yang and Ray came to her mind 



Why was he here?Shouldn’t he be abroad now?Did he come back 

It suddenly occurred to gu yi ran that her son ray was still waiting for her across the street, so she 

hurried to ray. 

On the way to the hospital, she was worried that the two of them would meet and her son would leave 

her. 

Seeing ray sitting there, gu yi ran stopped and sighed, “my dear son…”. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Seeing her mother, Ethan, ray waved at her happily. 

“Mom, mom, I’m here!” 

At this moment, ray was particularly excited to see her, because he was afraid that he would almost not 

be able to see his beloved mother. 

gu yi ran walked up to her son ray and hugged him tightly subconsciously. “That’s good. That’s good.” 

Her voice was very low, so only she knew what she was worried about. 

gu yi ran inadvertently saw chen chen and han han surrounding ray and smiling at him, so she asked 

curiously, “who are you?” 

“Hello, Auntie!” 

gu yi ran asked the two babies at the same time politely. 

“Mom and they are my friends.” 

Ray said to his mother with an innocent smile. 

All of a sudden, she felt a little confused. Ray had never gone out to have contact with other children 

since he came back from abroad. When did he have two friends? 

But when she saw the innocent and lovely smiles of the three children, she was also gratified. It was also 

a happy thing for her son to have a playmate. 

The considerate chen chen explained as he could tell that she was worried about them. 

“Aunt Peggy, in fact, just now…” 

chen chen repeated what had just happened. 

…… 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“In fact, we just knew each other.” 

It was not until the two babies finished their words that she understood what had happened. 

No wonder her son ray said the two babies were his friends. 



That’s right. Isn’t the fun of childhood so simple?There were several friends he liked who could help 

each other play. 

Seeing ray standing in front of her safe and sound, she felt very guilty. She shouldn’t have left her son 

alone here. 

“Mom, should we invite my good friend to our home?” 

Ray hadn’t had any playmates since he came back, so he was very happy to meet the two babies 

because he liked them very much. 

“We won’t go today. We have to go home first, or daddy will worry about us.” 

“Ray, we’ll play with you next time. We can’t go today.” 

The two babies knew that their parents would be worried if they didn’t go home, so they politely 

refused to go home with ray. 

As an adult, gu yi ran certainly understood how worried her parents would be if they didn’t see her 

children at home. So she smiled and said softly, “yes, I understand. Dad and mom will definitely worry 

about you. Next time, you can tell them to come to my house again.” 

“No, I don’t want it!I just want chen chen and han han to go home with me. ” 

Hearing that chen chen and han han couldn’t go home with him, ray was a little excited. He finally had 

two good friends, but he couldn’t play with them. 

“Ray, listen to me. I’ll go home with you.Brother and sister will go home tonight. ” 

Sometimes, she felt helpless about her son. 

Seeing that he had a playmate but couldn’t always make him happy like this, she also felt bad. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“But I just want to play with them…” 

Ray was so sad that he almost burst into tears. 

“Ray, don’t be sad. Next time we will go to your house to play with you.” 

“Okay, we promise you that we will go to your house next time. Let’s pull the hook!” 

With the consent of the two babies, ray finally gave up. He nodded and said, “then you must come to 

my house. I will wait for you.” 

The three babies said they would leave their contact information to each other, and then they separated 

reluctantly. 

Looking at the back of gu yi ran and ray, chen chen and han han had some feelings. They suddenly 

thought of their mommy Ning stream. They thought, how wonderful it would be if their mommy was 

here 

It was already evening when they got home. 



As soon as the two babies entered the house, their grandmother, pei xiu juan, hugged them excitedly. 

“Oh, my babies, where have you been?I’m so worried! ” 

The two babies blinked at each other, confused. What was going on? 

It suddenly occurred to her that she hadn’t told her grandmother about her going out today, so she was 

so worried. 

“I’m sorry, grandma. You were sleeping when we went out, so I didn’t disturb you.” 

“Grandma, don’t worry. We have grown up!” 

The sweet voices of the two babies melted pei xiu juan’s heart and she couldn’t remember what she 

wanted to say at all. 
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 “chen chen and han han, go to the living room first. I’ll get you something delicious.” 

The two babies nodded and walked to the living room. The pills were also there, and she was preparing 

what she needed for dinner. 

“Wow, you look so beautiful today!” 

“Is there anything happy happening to you recently?Your face is so rosy! ” 

The two babies came to the living room and suddenly saw a pill that was different from usual. They 

praised with humor. 

Being praised by the two babies, the pill was a little shy. She covered her face subconsciously and said, 

“really?Do you think she is more beautiful than before? ” 

“Okay!” 

“Okay!” 

The two babies nodded immediately, indicating that the pills at the moment were more beautiful than 

before. 

At this time, the pill was a little floated in her heart, and she was more confident. She felt that she was 

further away from success. 

“chen chen and han han, you are so cute today. I love you…” 

The pill made a heart to heart gesture to the two little babies. Her ladyship really liked what chen chen 

and han han said today. What they said today was happier than that she bought a beautiful dress and a 

famous bag. 

“Sister pill, if there is anything good we can share with each other.” 

han han pouted her pink lips and looked at her with her eyes full of curiosity. She just wanted to know 

the good thing about pills. 



“You’ll know in the future. It’s still a secret and you can’t tell me now.” 

The pill gave the two babies a mysterious look, and then went to the kitchen to work. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The two babies didn’t have time to ask more questions, so they pretended to be angry at her back and 

said, “sister pill, we won’t play with you anymore.” 

As soon as the pill entered the kitchen, pei xiu juan came out with some desserts. 

“Come on, my two babies, try today’s grandma’s new work and see if it’s delicious!” 

pei xiu juan studied some new desserts at home today. She tasted them and thought the two babies 

would like them. 

Seeing the freshly baked dessert, chen chen and han han couldn’t wait to pick it up and eat. 

“Yummy! Grandma is really good at cooking!” 

“Okay, grandma, I want one more!” 

The two babies were eating with relish, and their hands agreed with the desserts. 

Seeing the two babies enjoy the food, pei xiu juan was very happy. 

“If you like it, just eat more. Grandma made it safe and healthy. Don’t worry.” 

Seeing the two babies eating, pei xiu juan felt full instantly without eating anything. How powerful was 

this power~ 

“Grandma, can I share some pills with you?Because she will give us delicious food and fun. ” 

The two babies didn’t forget their pill sister even after they ate a good meal. 

“Of course. My two babies are so kind. They miss others when they eat delicious food.” 

pei xiu juan praised chen chen and han han. 

At this time, the pill just arrived at the hall. pei xiu juan called her by the way, “pill, chen chen and han 

han said that they wanted to share the delicious food with you. Come and have a taste.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The pill slowly came over, looking a little surprised. “Mrs. Molly long, I don’t think it’s a good idea. You 

specially made it for chen chen and han han.” 

“Sister pill, it doesn’t matter. You can eat whatever grandma asks you to.” 

“Sister pill, have a taste. It’s really delicious!” 

Under the guidance of the two babies, the pill picked up a small dessert with some hesitation, took a 

small bite and ate slowly. 

“Sister pill, is it delicious?” 



“Hahaha, do you think the pills are delicious?You didn’t say anything. ” 

The two babies joked when they saw the expression on the pills. 

The pill nodded immediately. It seemed that she had never eaten such delicious dessert, so it was 

difficult to express her feelings at the moment. 

She was thinking that the rich and the poor were different, and their tastes were completely 

different.Why was she born in such a poor family, and some people could be born in such a good family? 

She felt that God was so unfair to her! 

At the same time, pei xiu juan didn’t pay much attention to the pills, as long as her two grandsons liked 

them. 

However, she noticed that the pill had made a lot of progress in dressing recently. She used to look 

rustic and everyone could tell that it was from the countryside. But now it had slowly changed.pei xiu 

juan was quite satisfied with that. 

“You’ve made rapid progress recently. You look like a person from our city with your clothes. Don’t be 

like the plain clothes when you first came here. Even the neighbors next door can’t see you.” 

pei xiu juan’s sudden words brought back some of the lost elixirs. 

“What?I… ” 

The pill was about to say something, but pei xiu juan said again, “go to the kitchen to cook now. My son 

is coming back soon.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Okay, I’ll be right there.” 

After saying that, the pill went back to the kitchen without hesitation. 

Looking at the receding figure of the pill, pei xiu juan thought to herself, ‘this girl is not bad now. She 

knows how to cook and is very obedient. The main reason is that our two little grandsons also like her. It 

may not be a bad thing if she stays here with Jean all the time. It’s better than being sick in bed.’. 

When the pill arrived at the kitchen, she recalled what pei xiu juan had said just now. Although she came 

here in a rustic way, the pill was not unhappy at all. Instead, it was more confident and excited. 

Because pei xiu juan had just said that she was dressed more and more like a city girl, which meant that 

she had slowly begun to accept herself. At least, she would not think that she was a country girl as 

before and did not deserve the people here. 

Now it seemed that she had more and more hope to be the woman around gu jin yi. 

The pill couldn’t help clenching its fists, showing an expression of victory. It was too happy and excited. 

Not long after, gu jin yi came back from the company. chen chen and han han went out to play and pei 

xiu juan didn’t know about it, so she called gu jin yi in a hurry and told him that. She was afraid that 

something might happen to the two children, so gu jin yi came back in advance. 



“Mom!Has chen chen and han han come back? ” 

As soon as gu jin yi arrived at the door, he couldn’t wait to know about the two babies. 

“Daddy!” 

“Daddy, you are back!” 

As soon as they heard gu jin yi’s voice, the two little babies walked up to him, each holding him tightly. 

gu jin yi was relieved to see that chen chen and han han were at home safe and sound, so he didn’t ask 

more. 
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She knew that the two children were smart and smart. Generally, nothing would happen when they 

went out to play. 

But because of the previous events, gu jin yi paid more attention to them. After all, chen chen and han 

han were his treasures, and he couldn’t let anything happen to them. 

In this way, he would be sorry for himself and his wife, Ning Xi. 

“Okay, okay. Do you miss daddy so much?Wash your hands and have dinner. ” 

At this time, pei xiu juan came over from the hall. She had wanted to respond to gu jin yi’s words, but 

she didn’t expect that the two babies moved much faster than her. Before she could say anything, chen 

chen han han ran to gu jin yi like two rabbits. 

On the table. 

The pills had been put on the table. She walked in front of gu jin yi on purpose. In fact, she just wanted 

to attract gu jin yi’s attention. 

Today, both chen chen, han han and pei xiu juan found that they were dressed differently. They looked 

even more beautiful. Then, it should be noticed by bill. 

The pill had been waiting for him to speak, and his heart was full of excitement. 

If he told her, she would be too excited to sleep tonight. 

“Daddy, can you take us to the amus****t park this weekend?” 

han han stared at gu jin yi with a lovely and spoiled expression. 

At this moment, chen chen, who was eating carefully beside, heard his sister’s words. He suddenly 

thought of the scene that his parents’ encounter. 

The little bulb above her head was on! 

chen chen wanted to take actions. He couldn’t wait like this all the time, or when their mommy and 

daddy could come back to them together. 



She had been trying to figure out a way to make the two of them meet without any misunderstanding. 

Now it would be a good chance to make their parents reconcile. The following things would be easy. 

“Daddy, you haven’t taken us out for a long time…” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

chen chen looked innocent and aggrieved, which made people feel very sorry for him. 

“I just wanted to tell you that I have nothing to do in the company this weekend. I’m going to take you 

out to play.” 

gu jin yi wanted to give the two babies a surprise, but chen chen and han han couldn’t help it. 

“Yeah!Finally, she could go out with Daddy!I’m so happy! ” 

“Long live Daddy!” 

The two babies were very happy. 

What made chen chen happier was that his parents would meet each other soon and they would 

reunite soon. 

“It’s time to take my two grandsons out for fun. I’m so bored at home, aren’t I?Hahaha… ” 

pei xiu juan joked kindly. She was so happy to have two grandsons that she even had a meal~ 

“Elixir, why are you still here?Go to bed first! ” 

The pill stood still. She was lost in various thoughts and didn’t pay much attention to what pei xiu juan 

said. 

But she immediately came to her senses and said, “Oh, then I’ll go out first.” 

The pill left the restaurant in disappointment. Mr. Gu didn’t even look at her.Or did he think that he 

didn’t like her enough? 

But Mr. Gu had to worry about such a big group. He must be tired after coming back, so he didn’t notice 

her. Well!It must be like this! 

Now that someone had said that she was getting more and more beautiful, it meant that she had gone 

further. Yes, she had to take it slow and not be discouraged! 

The pill kept comforting herself and making her more confident. 

On the other side, she was walking home with her son.Because of what chen chen and han han said just 

now, she was a little absent-minded all the way and still felt worried. So she asked her son ray about the 

car accident. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Ray, didn’t the car hit you?You must tell me if you feel uncomfortable, or I will be worried, okay? ” 

gu yi ran held Ray’s hand and said to him gently. 



“Mom, look at me. I’m fine. The uncle was fine just now. He didn’t bump into me and even carried me to 

a chair and sat down.” 

Ray walked around in front of her happily, indicating that he was very healthy now. 

gu yi ran was relieved to see that ray was alive and kicking. 

“Mom, don’t worry. I’ll be fine.Besides, that uncle was as worried about me as you were just now. He 

also said that he would take me to the hospital. If I didn’t go to the hospital, he took a small card and 

gave me a call. ” 

Ray made it clear to his mother in case that her mother would worry too much. 

“A small card?” 

She was a little confused. 

“Here you are, mom.” 

Ray took out the business card given to him by ou yang and handed it to gu yi ran. 

gu yi ran didn’t notice it at first. When she saw the four words of ou yang and ray, her eyes widened and 

she stared at the business card with a dull expression. 

“ou yang, ray…” 

gu yi ran murmured to himself. 

“Mom, mom, what’s wrong with you?” 

Ray didn’t hear her, but he noticed that there was something wrong with her face, so he frowned and 

asked. 

“Oh, nothing. Ray, let’s go home early.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

When she came to her senses, she put the business card into her bag and didn’t say anything more. 

Ray felt a little strange. What happened to his mother just now?Inexplicably. 

It was already evening when they got home. They bought a lot of things and said, “Tianxin.” 

“Aunt Tianxin!” 

When he saw that there was no response from ray, he continued. 

ning xiao xi didn’t hear it, but gong hao yu heard it and walked out. 

“Daniel, you’re back.Where is Tianxin? ” 

gu yi ran asked casually as she saw him coming out. 

“Tianxin is upstairs. Where have you been?You came back so late. ” 



“Mommy took me out to buy something you like and aunt Tianxin likes.” 

Before gu yi ran could answer, the baby beside her answered for her. 

“Today… What’s wrong with ray?” 

gong hao yu wanted to tell him that yvning stream fainted at home today, but he suddenly found that 

Ray’s trousers were very dirty, as if he had fallen down. 

So she ignored what she wanted to say just now and cared about ray first. 

Jonny squatted down and carried ray to the sofa in the hall. He rolled up his trousers one point one and 

looked carefully at his legs to see if they were injured. 
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 “There was an accident on the way today, but nothing serious. Don’t worry.” 

gu yi ran could tell what he was worried about. He had been taking care of the two of them all the time. 

“Why are you so careless?What if it gets broken? ” 

Obviously, gong hao yu was a little angry. He had never hurt ray a little since he was a child, so Ray’s 

whole body was intact. Therefore, this carelessness made him very angry. 

He couldn’t be with them all the time, and they didn’t know to take good care of themselves every time. 

“I’ll be careful next time. I didn’t take good care of ray this time.” 

gu yi ran apologized. She also felt guilty. Although ray was not injured, he must have been frightened. 

gong hao yu treated ray as if he was his own child, especially distressed. 

People who didn’t know would think that Jonny was Ray’s father. 

“Go upstairs and have a rest.” 

gong hao yu picked ray up and went upstairs directly. Without saying anything else, he followed behind. 

After settling ray down, Jonny and gu yi ran came to the hall. 

“Jonny, I’m sorry. I didn’t take good care of ray…” 

gu yi ran could tell that Jonny’s mood suddenly became deep, so she thought she should tell him to rest 

a**ured. 

gu yi ran had always lived under the protection of gong hao yu, so the mother and the son always relied 

on him. 

“I didn’t blame you. I was just worried.You can ask jie sen to accompany you when you go out, so that I 

can rest a**ured. ” 



jie sen was a reliable a**istant of gong hao yu, so it was more rea**uring to let him take care of gu yi 

ran and her son. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“I…” 

gu yi ran wanted to refuse, because she didn’t want to go out alone with her son.But when she thought 

of gong hao yu’s concern for her and her son, she swallowed her words. 

“Okay, I know. It won’t happen again.” 

gu yi ran said in a low and hoarse voice. 

“I’m tired after shopping today. Go upstairs and have a rest.” 

“Oh…” 

gong hao yu went upstairs first. Then, with her head slightly lowered, she followed him upstairs like a 

child who had made a mistake. 

On the way back to his bedroom, gong hao yu was thinking about the fact that Ning Xi fainted today. He 

wanted to tell her to pay more attention to Ning Xi in the future, but when he saw that she was a little 

depressed because of ray, he stopped and did not speak. 

After returning to her room, gu yi ran took out the business card of ou yang and ray, lost in thought 

Ning stream stayed in the bedroom after dinner. 

She kept thinking about the two babies’ moments and some photos. Some questions confused her. 

She picked up her phone and browsed the two babies’ wechat moments again, lost in thought 

On the other side, in the villa of Gu family. 

The two babies went back to their room after dinner and immediately turned on the computer to send 

messages to Ning Xi. 

Because the opportunity chen chen had been waiting for came, waiting for the opportunity for their 

parents to meet again. 

He couldn’t let go of this opportunity this time. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

han han was still with her brother and could discuss countermeasures with him at any time. 

chen chen logged in WeChat and sent a big smile to his mommy, Ning Xi. 

Then he asked, “beautiful xiao xian nv, what are you doing?” 

chen chen didn’t call her Mommy directly, because he was worried that his mommy hadn’t adapted to 

the current situation. 

And this question was just right. 



They could not only joke with their mommy in words, but also avoid unnecessary trouble. 

Seeing her brother’s message to Ning Xi, han han, who was sitting next to her, had something to say, but 

she didn’t want to say it in front of her brother. 

When did my brother become so talkative?She is also a beautiful xiao xian nv. TSK, TSK, TSK, it seems 

that her skill of flirting with girls has been greatly improved. Fortunately, she is my mother. If we were 

young girls, we would definitely be very happy by what my brother said. 

han han squinted at chen chen, who was sitting next to her. She wanted to say something to him, but 

she refrained herself. In order not to disturb him, and also to let him teach her computer as soon as 

possible. 

Sure enough, Ning stream quickly replied to the message from chen chen. She replied with a crying and 

laughing expression, and then said, “brother, I’m not asleep yet.” 

The two babies giggled as soon as they saw the reply from their mommy, Ning Xi. 

“Mommy is so funny. I was just kidding with her.” 

Looking at the words on the screen of the computer, chen chen grinned from ear to ear. 

han han also smiled helplessly. 

“Brother, Mommy is so humorous.” 

“Although mommy has lost her memory, her character hasn’t changed. She still likes to joke with us as 

before.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

In fact, chen chen had already found this point. Their mommy, Ning stream, was still talking in the same 

way as before, and it didn’t change much. The only change was to forget them. 

Then, chen chen started to chat with each other. 

“Are you free this weekend?My sister and I want you to go to the amus****t park with us. ” 

chen chen skillfully operated the computer to type and send. 

When han han saw her brother’s message, she frowned slightly. Didn’t daddy go to the amus****t park 

with us on weekend?Why do we want mommy to go to the amus****t park with us?Did her brother 

have a plan again? 

“I’ll go to the amus****t park with you this weekend.” 

Ning stream replied in a few seconds. 

At this time, Ning stream seemed to answer without thinking at all. 

The two babies’ invitation didn’t make her think too much. She followed her heart and agreed. 

Then Ning Xi thought that he could ask them something when he was with the two babies in the 

amus****t park. 



The two babies were very happy to see the reply from Ning stream. They didn’t expect her to agree so 

soon. 

“Yeah!Mommy agreed! ” 

han han seemed to be very excited, while chen chen just looked at the screen of the computer with a 

silent smile, which was particularly charming. 

“Then I’ll inform you this weekend. Good night, beautiful xiao xian nv!” 

After the mission was completed, it was time to go to bed. After greeting their mommy, chen chen 

turned off the computer. 
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 “Brother, do you want daddy and mommy to go to the amus****t park with us this weekend?” 

han han planned to figure it out in case her brother would dislike her if something went wrong. 

chen chen was about to tell his sister, too. He nodded and said, “the purpose of going to the amus****t 

park this time is to make dad and mom reconciled.There are a lot of memories of our family in the 

amus****t park. Maybe Mommy will remember us. ” 

chen chen’s words made sense to han han. She would cooperate well next weekend. 

“Brother, you are so smart!Then I will cooperate with you. Don’t worry. ” 

han han gave chen chen a determined look. She looked so cute when she was determined to win. 

“Then your ears will come in handy. If Dad and mom make up, I will give you a big reward.” 

chen chen’s words and eyes made han han excited~ 

“Well, well, brother, you said that, remember!” 

han han began to think about the reward she wanted. She was so happy when she thought of the 

reward. 

It was a beautiful night outside the window. The two babies slept soundly 

The second morning. 

gu yi ran got up to make breakfast, hoping that the unhappiness yesterday would disappear and that a 

good day would start from the morning. 

Not long after, Ning Xi came downstairs. When he heard the noise in the kitchen, he walked over and 

said, “Amanda, you get up so early.” 

“Tianxin, you’re up. Wash yourself and have breakfast.” 

Then, Jonny went downstairs with ray. 

“Wow, it smells so good!” 



ADVERTISEMENT 

Ray smelled the breakfast before he entered the kitchen. He had a good sense of smell. 

“You’re up. Breakfast is ready.” 

gu yi ran put everyone’s breakfast on the table and sat down directly. 

Ning Xi wanted to ask what she had bought with ray yesterday afternoon, but she swallowed the words 

in her throat. She was afraid that gong hao yu would mention her fainting yesterday again, so she just 

sat down and had breakfast quietly. 

“Tianxin, ray and I went out yesterday. You must be very bored at home alone.I bought some snacks you 

like. I’ll get them for you in my room later. ” 

gu yi ran’s casual words were not a problem at first, but because of the fact that Ning stream fainted 

yesterday, they became particularly sensitive. 

‘Amanda, I have no choice…’ 

When Ning Xi heard this, she paid attention not to her favorite snacks, but to gong hao yu’s expression. 

Only then did gu yi ran notice that there was something wrong with the atmosphere. It was strange that 

Ning Xi didn’t say a word. 

As expected, Jonny stopped drinking all of a sudden and said lightly, “Tianxin fainted yesterday 

afternoon.” 

gong hao yu didn’t mean to blame her. He just thought that he should tell this to gu yi ran so that she 

could be more vigilant in the future. 

“Fainted?Tianxin, you… ” 

“I’m fine. I just have hypoglycemia.” 

gu yi ran didn’t look well. She stared at Ning stream and wanted to say something, but Ning stream 

stopped her first. 

Suddenly, his phone rang. It was from his a**istant, jie sen. 

After answering the phone, she said as if nothing had happened, “I’m finished. I’m going out.” 

In fact, he didn’t want to talk about what happened yesterday, in case he felt more and more 

uncomfortable. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

gong hao yu went out before ning xiao xi and Maranda could say anything. 

gu yi ran, Yvonne and Ning Xi were left at the table. 

“I’m sorry, Tianxin. I shouldn’t have left you alone at home. I know you’re not fully recovered…” 

She felt a little guilty. 



“Don’t say that, Amanda. It’s nothing serious with hypoglycemia.Don’t you think I’m fine now? ” 

Ning Xi giggled back at her and told her not to think too much. 

“Mommy is always worried about this and that, just like an old lady.” 

Ray was enjoying his breakfast while listening to the conversation between his mother and Nina. He 

couldn’t help but want to say something. 

His words made Ning stream and gu yi ran smile with relief. 

“Ray’s description is so good, ha ha…” 

Ning Xi answered with ray. 

“Are you really okay? What if something happens to you?” 

gu yi ran asked seriously again. 

“I’m really fine. As ray said, you are going to be an old woman.” 

“Hahaha… Mom is an old granny…” 

At the table, the three of them were talking and laughing 

As if nothing had happened, Jonny came to the company. His a**istant, jie sen, was already waiting for 

him in the office. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

As soon as Jonny arrived, he asked jie sen directly. There was no trace of worry on his face. “Is there 

anything wrong with the contract?” 

He asked as he walked to the sofa and sat down leisurely. 

The contract would be checked and confirmed by gong hao yu at the time of signing, and he would also 

hand it over to his subordinates. He was rarely responsible for signing, and normally there was no 

problem about signing any contract. This time, jie sen’s a**istant was so anxious, and it must be difficult 

to solve it. 

But in his opinion, no matter how difficult the contract was, he could solve it by himself. He had nothing 

to worry about.So this time he didn’t think it was something serious. 

With an anxious look on his face, jie sen handed the contract to gong hao yu and said, “Mr. Gong, the Lin 

Group has rejected our contract…” 

“Why?Is there anything wrong with the contract? ” 

gong hao yu had to know the reason. The Lin group had been cooperating with the palace group for the 

past few years, and this time, they had offered quite good conditions. The other party should not refuse. 

“I heard that… The Empire Group signed a contract with the Lin Group in advance.” 

His a**istant, jie sen, told him the truth. 



Hearing what jie sen said, Jonny’s face suddenly changed. “Empire group?” 

jie sen nodded again. 

jie sen knew that his company and the Empire group had always been compet**ors, so this news should 

not be good news for gong hao yu. No wonder his face changed. 

However, jie sen didn’t know that it was not only because the two companies were compet**ors, but 

also because there were other hidden reasons. 

“You can go out first. I will deal with it.” 

Jonny stood up and walked to the window with heavy steps. 
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jie sen seemed to have something to say. He was too hesitant to say anything. 

“Anything else?” 

gong hao yu turned to look at jie sen coldly. 

“Lin group, they said they would not only terminate the contract, but also cut off all business with our 

company…” 

jie sen’s words were a real blow to the Gong group. 

“I see. You can leave now.” 

jie sen didn’t expect gong hao yu to be so calm. He had thought that he would lose his temper, but he 

was lucky enough to escape~ 

“Okay, I’ll go out first.” 

When jie sen was about to leave the CEO Office, Jonny suddenly said, “and…” 

“What?What can I do for you, Mr. Gong? ” 

gong hao yu’s words made jie sen nervous. 

It seemed that she couldn’t escape from natural and man-made disasters~ 

“Keep an eye on the Empire group and report to me if anything happens!” 

gong hao yu reminded him cautiously again. 

jie sen nodded in confusion~ 

“I see. I’ll be careful.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

gong hao yu covered his forehead with one hand and waved at him with the other. 



jie sen left the CEO office quickly. 

The Gong group and the Lin group had been good partners in recent years. No company could hinder 

their cooperation. No one should have thought of this accident. 

gong hao yu looked out of the window with a deep look. Lin group and Gong group had always been 

partners. This time, they refused to sign the contract directly. 

All kinds of scenes constantly appeared in gong hao yu’s mind 

In the Empire group! 

gong hao yu’s evil and attractive eyes were full of hostility. 

In the CEO Office of Empire group. 

According to gu jin yi’s words, his a**istant, Jacob Xu, kept an eye on everything happening in the palace 

group and reported to him as soon as there was any news. 

“Mr. Gu, as you expected, the Lin Group has refused all business dealings with the palace group.” 

Jacob told the truth. 

gu jin yi, who was sitting in his chair and reading the files in detail, was expressionless when he heard 

what Darren said. An evil smile flashed across his deep eyes. 

Indeed, he had expected that the Lin group would make such a decision, so he was not surprised at all. 

“Next, it’s time for him to show up,” 

gu jin yi opened his thin lips slightly, but Darren didn’t understand, so he had to stand aside and wait for 

gu jin yi’s order. 

“Make an arrangement. The Lin Group will be responsible for the following contract and cooperate with 

them.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

gu jin yi’s words made Darren a little confused. ming ming still had a lot of big companies to cooperate 

with their empire group, but why did the president choose a company that was not in the top ten in the 

market?And they had to hand over the market to them. 

Although xu chen was confused, he knew that gu jin yi had his own reason. The Empire group was 

getting better and better under his management, and no one doubted his strength. 

“Okay, I’ll do it right now!” 

Then he left the CEO office. 

In the office, he stood up and walked to the window, recalling a part of the past. “Jonny, I also let you 

taste this taste, but this is just the beginning!”! 

On the other side, Roger had been paying attention to every move of the Ye Ling City, but the result had 

disappointed her. 



He never cared about her, even if she told him that she was pregnant with his child. 

This time, she thought that she should take some actions to attract his attention. She couldn’t wait any 

longer, or he would know that she was pregnant one day off. 

When they came back from the shooting, they bumped into each other. “Ling City, you’re back.” 

ruo huan yan ran to him excitedly and called him in a coquettish tone. 

The people around the Ye Ling City all looked at ruo huan yan curiously. Seeing that she was so intimate 

with the Ye Ling City, some people couldn’t help whispering. 

“Who is this woman?I have come to Ling city more than once. ” 

“Who knows? Maybe she is our new sweetheart, ha ha…” 

“Shh! Don’t talk nonsense. It will be troublesome if Nina knows it.” 

Nina was the person in charge of their company and also the person in charge of the night Ling City. 

Even if the night Ling City was a shareholder of the company, his ident**y was still an artist and he had 

to follow their orders. 

He hated it when she came to him, especially in the company and in public. It was inevitable that the 

paparazzi would take pictures of her. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Greg walked aside indifferently. “Don’t go so fast, Ling City. Wait for me.” 

“I told you not to come to me again. Did you turn a deaf ear to my words?” 

With an indifferent look on his face, he was only disgusted with ruo huan yan. 

“But I miss you. Our bao bao miss you too… So he can’t help but come to you.” 

ruo huan yan touched her belly on purpose. She didn’t care about the att**ude of Ye Ling, but still acted 

like a docile bird. 

Subconsciously, he glanced at her belly and quickly took it back. 

Children were really a magical thing for him. He had never thought that he would have a child. 

But he thought it would be great if it was a child with Ning Xi. 

“You can go back first. I’ll go back by myself later. You don’t need to send me back.” 

He turned around and asked his a**istants to go back first. 

“But…” 

“I won’t say it a second time.” 

One of them still felt that it was not appropriate. After all, he was a famous star, and they were worried 

that there was no one around him. 



But they finally left because of the sharp eyes of Richie. 
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Ignoring ruo huan yan, he walked straight to the roadside. 

“Ling City!Where are you going? ” 

ruo huan yan shouted behind him, but he didn’t turn around or answer. 

ruo huan yan was so angry that she inadvertently saw the traffic lights and the zebra crossing. An idea 

suddenly came to her mind. 

Seeing that there were only a few seconds left before the green light and looking at the cars coming and 

going, Roger suddenly ran up to the car following the city. 

In this way, a car suddenly stopped beside ruo huan yan. She was really frightened and shouted 

subconsciously, “ah!”Then she fell to the ground. 

At this moment, when he heard the cry, he turned around and saw this scene. He immediately ran to 

ruo huan yan. 

“Hey!Blind?Didn’t you see the red light? If you want to die, don’t hurt me! ” 

The owner of the car looked fierce and his words were frightening. Richie almost couldn’t help but 

contradict him.But she refrained herself at the thought of her ident**y. 

He helped ruo huan yan up and asked, “are you okay?” 

There was a trace of coldness and emotionless in his words. 

But ruo huan yan was still relieved. She lowered her head and smiled wickedly. 

It seemed that the risk was worth it. 

“I’m fine.” 

Walking all the way to the side of the road, he helped her sit down on a chair and rest. 

“If you don’t have anything else to say, I’ll go first.” 

When he was about to turn around and leave, Roger suddenly shouted at his back, “Ling City, i… I have a 

stomachache.” 

With a sad look on her face, ruo huan yan put her hands on her belly, forcing him to stay. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Let me take you to the hospital.” 

He thought the best way at the moment was to send her to the hospital. 

“No, thanks. Please drive me home. I just need to have a rest.” 



ruo huan yan just wanted to spend more time with him, but she didn’t expect that the hospital would 

expose the truth of her fake pregnancy. 

“Then you sit here first. I’ll drive the car here.” 

Although he was reluctant, he didn’t have the heart to face a pregnant woman, not to mention that she 

was pregnant with his child. 

Looking at the back of Ye Ling City, ruo huan yan told herself silently that she would make Ye Ling City 

fall in love with her! 

On their way home, they didn’t talk to each other. ruo huan yan didn’t want to go home at all, so she 

kept talking. 

“Ling City, what movie do you like to watch?How about we go to the cinema? ” 

“If you don’t like movies, let’s go to the bar?Sing a song?I think you like it. ” 

After hearing what ruo huan yan said, Ye Ling finally said impatiently, “you are pregnant, but you still 

want to go to the bar to have fun. It’s unreasonable.” 

Only then did ruo huan yan realize that she had said something wrong. How could she say that? 

“I’m sorry, Ling City. I just want to stay with you for a little longer.” 

…… 

Soon, they arrived at ruo huan yan’s home. 

After sending her home safely, he didn’t want to go in at all and was about to turn around and leave. 

“Ling City!Don’t you go in and have a seat?It’s time for lunch. ” 

ruo huan yan was about to leave. She had to find a way to keep him. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“I have something to deal with in the company. I should go back now.” 

ruo huan yan was about to say something, but he stopped her. 

“By the way, don’t go to see me in the future. I’ll come here when I’m free.” 

He didn’t even look at her, nor did he have any emotion in his words. 

“Really?You can’t go back on your word, Ling City. ” 

His words stirred up a stir in her heart. 

Richie nodded slightly, indicating that he wouldn’t break his promise. 

“I will be responsible for what I have done.” 

Then he drove away. 



ruo huan yan stood still for a long time, thinking about what had just happened with Ye Ling City. He 

began to care about her after hearing what he had said to her. Did it mean that he had slowly accepted 

her? 

It seemed that pregnancy was a threat to him. He thought she was pregnant with his child, so he would 

still be responsible. After all, it was his own child. 

ruo huan yan was very happy today. She picked up her phone and called Susan, asking her to drink and 

sing in a bar. 

But the phone rang for a long time and no one answered it. So she went to the bar alone. 

Pretending to be crazy was really difficult for her. Such a happy life in the bar was what ruo huan yan 

liked and what she really should be like. 

When she arrived at the bar, she felt relaxed. She hadn’t felt so comfortable for a long time. 

ruo huan yan was drinking alone at the bar counter, looking through the photos of her and Ye Ling City 

on her phone. 

These photos were the only group photos of her and Richie. She took them on that night when she was 

drunk. 

On the other side, at lunch time, because of her son, Ray had been asking chen chen and han han to 

come to play with him at home. She was on the verge of breaking down, sitting on the ground and 

shouting without eating anything. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Seeing this, Ning Xi picked up ray from the ground and asked, “my ray, what’s wrong?” 

gu yi ran was also helpless. Everyone had a temper, but she endured it because of ray. 

It was the first time that Ray had made such a scene. He had never done it before. 

Did he just like those two children so much?She just wanted to see them play with them. 

“Auntie, I want to play with them, but Mommy doesn’t help me find them…” 

Ray cried and told Nina. 

“Oh, so ray wants to play with the children, right?” 

Ning Xi communicated with ray in a childish tone as a friend. 

Ray nodded in agreement. 

“Then we have to play with them after dinner. Otherwise, how can we have the strength to play with 

them?Right? ” 

Ning Xi patiently comforted ray, who gradually stopped crying. 

“I’m full now. Can you help me find them to our house?” 



Ray wanted to make sure of it before he was willing to have dinner. 

Ning Xi nodded with a smile, “ray, let’s find them to play with you after dinner, okay?” 

“Well, I want to have a full meal and wait for them to come to play with me.Haha… That’s great! ” 

Just now, she was still crying and making people feel sorry for her. She turned around with a smile on 

her face. Children still had to communicate with them more. 
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Seeing that ray ran to the dining room, Ning Xi stood up and asked gu yi ran to go with him. It could be 

seen that he was also worried about ray. “Let’s go to have dinner.” 

She didn’t expect that Ning Xi was so patient and good at coaxing children. He looked like a mother. 

“Naomi, if you hadn’t coaxed ray for me today, I wouldn’t have seen that you could do the same thing to 

deal with children.” 

Ning Xi smiled blankly, “I’ll coax him whatever I think. I didn’t expect that ray wouldn’t cry like this.” 

“Good. If you have a child in the future, you will definitely be a good mother.” 

gu yi ran seemed to be joking but praised her sincerely. 

gu yi ran’s words reminded Ning Xi of chen chen and han han. It was also strange. 

“I haven’t thought about it yet, but it must be a kind of happiness to have a child.” 

Hearing gu yi ran’s words, Ning Xi thought it was good to have a child. 

“You will know when you have a baby.” 

gu yi ran said in a low voice, trying to let Ning Xi understand it by himself. 

The child was really a magical gift. 

“By the way, who is ray looking for?I haven’t seen ray crying like this since I came here for so many days. 

” 

Ning Xi asked in confusion. 

“Let’s go to have dinner first. It’s a long story.” 

On the table. 

gu yi ran told Ning Xi in detail what happened that afternoon when he went out with ray. 

As she spoke, she suddenly thought of ou yang and ray. She was somewhat absent-minded. 

Noticing that there was something wrong with her, ning xiao xi asked with concern, “what’s wrong with 

you, Amanda?” 



“Oh, nothing. I just met an acquaintance.” 

She didn’t mention anything about ou yang and ray. 

ning xiao xi nodded. 

“Mom, who did you meet?” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Ray asked inadvertently. 

gu yi ran was at a loss. “You don’t know her, kid.” 

Ray nodded and continued to eat. 

“That’s why I know my two friends!” 

At this time, ray, who was eating, suddenly told Ning Xi excitedly and excitedly that how he knew chen 

chen and han han. 

It really amused his mother, Yvonne and Nina. 

“Ray, have a good meal. I’ll introduce your little friend to Auntie Naomi later.” 

“Okay!” 

Ray made an OK gesture and agreed proudly. 

He enjoyed the meal very much, because he could see his two good friends later. 

After lunch, she couldn’t get in touch with the two babies. Now she really had no choice. 

“Naomi, what should we do?The two kids didn’t answer my phone. ” 

gu yi ran was worried that Ray would cry again. 

“Don’t worry. Ray is bored at home alone and wants someone to play with him.I happen to know two 

children. I miss them too. I’ll ask them if they can come. 

At this time, Ning Xi thought of chen chen and han han. Perhaps they could help ray. They were about 

the same age, so they could have fun. 

It happened that Ning Xi hadn’t seen them for a few days, and he wanted to see them from the bottom 

of his heart. He had time today, so he took this opportunity to let them come home to have fun. 

ning xiao xi began to text the two babies. 

After a while, the two babies replied. 

She was so excited to see the message from their mommy.And she even asked them to go to her place, 

which made her more excited. 

The two babies said goodbye to their grandmother and then went out. They had an appointment to 

meet in the park they often went to. 



…… 

Soon, the two babies came to the park they had agreed on and saw their mommy Ning stream at a 

glance. 

“Mommy!” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Mommy!We are here! ” 

The two babies hadn’t seen their mommy for a few days. They were very excited and happy when they 

saw Ning stream. 

Hearing the voices of the two babies, ning xiao xi ran to them, “chen chen, han han, you are here.” 

“Mommy, we miss you so much, okay?” 

As soon as han han saw Ning Xi, she hugged her and rubbed against her chest. 

At this moment, Ning Xi was a little moved, a familiar feeling. She couldn’t bear to let go of han han. 

“I miss you too.” 

“Mommy, don’t forget our agreement on weekend.” 

chen chen reminded her in a childish tone, holding Ning Xi’s white hand. 

“I always remember. I promise I will be there on time.” 

Ning Xi hooked chen chen’s nose and smiled playfully. 

“Let’s go. Mommy will take you home and introduce a child to you. You won’t feel bored there.” 

Ning Xi had just thought of this. He was worried that the two children would feel bored at home. With 

ray, they would have more fun. 

The two babies stood on both sides of the Ning stream, held their mommy’s hands and happily followed 

her back. 

gu yi ran, who was at home, was playing with ray in the hall to comfort him first. 

“Mom, why haven’t they come yet?” 

Ray asked suddenly, playing with his toys. 

gu yi ran didn’t know how to answer her son. 

“It should be on the way. Ray, play by yourself first. I’ll go outside to have a look.” 

She really didn’t know how to respond. Thinking that Ning stream must have brought her two children 

here at this time, she walked to the door. 

At this moment, Ning stream just walked into the yard with two little babies. 



The two babies looked around as soon as they came in. 

“Mommy, is this where you live?” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

han han asked curiously. 

“Yes, if you miss me in the future, you can come to me here.” 

As for chen chen, he looked around and kept everything in his mind. Maybe he could use it in the future. 

“Tianxin, you’re finally back. I can’t stand it anymore.” 

As soon as gu yi ran opened the door, she saw Ning stream walking towards her. 

Then she slowly looked at the two children beside her. 

As soon as she saw that it was chen chen han han that ray was looking for, she was surprised. “Yixin, 

why is chen chen han han with you?” 

“Do you know chen chen and han han?” 

Ning Xi asked in confusion. 

“Hello, auntie. Why are you here?” 

The two babies were surprised to see her here. 

ning xiao xi was even more confused by the two babies’ questions. 

“chen chen, han han, do you also know aunt Amanda?” 

The two babies nodded at the same time to show that they knew each other. 

“Tianxin, ray is looking for chen chen and han han. They are the two kids he met on the street that day.” 

Hearing gu yi ran’s words, Ning Xi was suddenly enlightened. It turned out to be the case. What a 

coincidence. 

“Do mommy and aunt ximena know each other?” 

The two kids were confused. Wasn’t this where their mommy lived?Why is aunt Amanda here?Did they 

know each other before? 

“Yes, we know each other.And the kid you saw the other day was also here. ” 

Ning Xi explained to the two babies. 

The two babies sighed in their hearts, ‘what a coincidence!’. 
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 “Yixin, what did chen chen and han han call you?Mommy?What happened?What happened? ” 



gu yi ran was stunned by the two babies. She knew Ning stream had no children. 

“Amanda, it’s a little complicated. I’ll explain it to you later. Take them inside first.” 

Ning Xi thought it would take more than half a day to talk about it, so she entered the room with chen 

chen and han han. 

As soon as they entered the room, ray, who was playing with toys on the cushion, saw chen chen and 

han han. His eyes lit up and he was so cute. “Brother, sister, you are finally here. I have been waiting for 

you for a long time.” 

Ray immediately got up from the cushion, ran to the two babies and pulled them excitedly. 

chen chen and han han looked at each other and thought, ‘isn’t he the boy I met that day?What a 

coincidence. 

“chen chen, han han, you can go there with ray. You must be tired after walking for such a long time. I’ll 

go to prepare some fruit for you.” 

Ning Xi held the arms of the two babies and said gently to them. 

The two babies nodded with a smile. 

Strangely enough, Ray had something to talk with chen chen and han han as soon as he arrived. He was 

very happy and seemed to be familiar with them. 

“Young man, young lady, let’s play in the front. I have many toys there. You can play with them.” 

In this way, the three children went aside to play. 

Ning stream and gu yi ran went to the kitchen to prepare fruit for them. 

In fact, she had a lot of questions in her mind at the moment. She wanted to ask Ning stream. 

At the same time, Ning stream also noticed gu yi ran’s confusion. She said first, “Ethan, you can ask 

whatever you want to know. It seems that you are depressed.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Seeing that she was not in the mood to cut the fruit, Ning stream read her mind at a glance. 

“Tianxin, how did you know the two kids?And how did you become their mother? ” 

gu yi ran was very confused about this. How could a single woman become a mother of two children 

inexplicably. 

gu yi ran was confused about one thing, and more importantly, whether Jonny knew about it or not. If 

these two children were really her children, could her brother accept them. 

As his sister, she couldn’t leave it alone. 

“I don’t think it’s a big deal either. It started when I was in hospital…” 

…… 



In this way, Bruce told gu yi ran how she knew chen chen and han han, and why they recognized her as 

their mother. 

Only then did gu yi ran realize that all these things were too inconceivable. How could the two children 

mistake their mothers? In other words, Ning stream was the mother of the two children. 

“Tianxin, in fact, when you woke up, you were already in the hospital, and you didn’t remember who 

you were. Have you ever thought that if chen chen and han han are really your children?” 

gu yi ran’s words made Ning Xi more sus***ious. All signs showed that he had an inseparable feeling 

with the two children. 

But she had never seen her two children in Ning stream. What was going on? 

“It’s impossible. How could I be their mother?How could I forget my child? ” 

Ning Xi said with a faint smile. 

In fact, in Ning Xi’s heart, he still believed her, but she had been cheating herself that she would never 

have a child. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Tianxin, have you lost your memory?” 

gu yi ran guessed. 

“Amnesia?The doctor just said that my brain was hit and the congestion in my brain hasn’t dispersed, so 

I can’t remember who I am at once. He didn’t say that I have lost my memory. ” 

From now on, ning xiao xi decided to go to the hospital to find out the truth. 

At the same time, she suddenly realized that Jonny must have known all the results of Ning Xi’s illness, 

and she had concealed the fact that she had lost her memory. 

“Let’s not talk about it now. It’s time to give them some fruits.” 

At the thought of this, Ning Xi’s head ached inexplicably. She took the fruit and left the kitchen. 

Looking at the disappearing figure of Ning stream, gu yi ran somehow felt that chen chen han han was 

her child. 

If she really lost her memory, then she should have known the right person. She was the woman who 

hid from the rain in the flower shop on a rainy day. She also said that she had two children, about the 

same age as ray. 

When she first came here, she felt that she looked familiar at the first sight of Ning stream, and she felt 

that she had seen it somewhere. Now it seemed that her intuition was right. 

gu yi ran decided to help Ning Xi no matter what the truth was?She tried her best to find it back. 

…… 

On the other side, Roger stayed in the bar for a whole day. 



Sure enough, the bar didn’t really start until night. As night fell, the bar became more interesting. 

At this moment, in a hotel next to the bar, an old man in his more than 40 or fifty years old was lying on 

the edge of the bed leisurely. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

It seemed that he was waiting for the delicious food he was about to enjoy. 

At this time, an enchanting woman came out of the bathroom. She walked towards the man slowly in a 

rose red nightgown with Camisole. 

And this woman was Susan. 

“Honey, you’re finally done. The flowers I’ve been waiting for are all gone!” 

As soon as the man saw Susan, he couldn’t help but get up from the bed and ran directly to the woman 

to pick her up. He wanted to do something bad. 

“Oh, Mr. Hu, look at you. You are so anxious. People who don’t know you might think that you have 

been thirsty for a long time…” 

Susan shyly dodged the man’s arms and walked to the other side of the bed, but her eyes and 

movements were still seducing him. 

“Honey, don’t run away. I want to commit a crime when I see you.” 

The man was still chasing after Susan. Finally, the two of them came together. 

“Honey, you have a good figure. I wish I could bite you!” 

“Mr. Hu, you are so annoying. I will be shy if you say that!” 

Susan covered her face in a coquettish manner. 

“Don’t be shy. Let me have a taste.” 
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The man was about to do something bad, but Susan said in a flirtatious tone, “Mr. Hu, I make you happy, 

shouldn’t you give me some happiness?” 

Susan reached out her hand and asked the man to give her the money. 

The man understood and took out a handful of cash from his bag beside him. “It’s just money. Here you 

are.” 

The man gave all the cash in his bag to Susan without hesitation. When she saw that there was a lot of 

money, she quickly took it with joy. 

“Are you happy now?As long as you listen to me, money is nothing. ” 



Mr. Hu lifted Susan’s chin, and Susan was naturally happy when she took the money. She put the money 

into her bag and hugged the man directly. She approached him and said in a flirtatious tone, “I will listen 

to Mr. Hu and let you relax.” 

Susan slowly raised her eyes and looked at the man with flirting eyes. That was it 

… after that, Susan saw that the man had fallen asleep. She called him tentatively, “Mr. Hu, Mr. Hu…” 

The man didn’t respond. Susan went to the bathroom with her bag. She looked at the marks on her 

body in the mirror and hated herself for being so dirty. 

Everyone knew that Mr. Hu was a well-known hua hua man. If they didn’t know that he was rich, no one 

would be willing to be bullied by such a man like him. Thinking of the scene that they had just been 

entangled with each other, they felt sick. 

Susan looked at her bag on the wash basin. It was the reward Mr. Hu had just given her. She could only 

make money in this way. Why!Why? 

ning xiao xi, it’s all because of you!It’s all because of you, b****. You took away my wealth and glory 

that should belong to me. If it weren’t for you, how could I end up like this? 

Thinking of this, Susan couldn’t help clenching her fists, and her purple beautiful eyes were full of 

resentment. 

At the mention of Ning stream, Susan thought of the day when she followed the two babies to a park. 

She wanted to make something happen to them, but she didn’t expect to see something that she didn’t 

expect. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

She actually saw a dead person, a person she killed. 

Ning Xi had fallen from such a high place. Why did she suddenly appear? 

Or was the woman not Ning Xi, but a woman who looked the same as her? 

No, it’s impossible!That woman must be Nina. Every part of her gave off the same breath as Nina. Susan 

couldn’t be wrong. 

Was Ning Xi still alive and she had been hiding by his side all the time? She just thought Ning Xi was 

dead… No, it wouldn’t be! 

Susan was going crazy when she thought of this. How could things turn out like this?She would definitely 

investigate this matter. No matter whether she was a human or a ghost, she, Susan, would not let her 

go! 

Since you are not dead, I should give you a big gift next, which will make you feel worse than death! 

After leaving the hotel, Susan picked up her phone and found that Roger had called her. 

She was just upset about the matter of Ning Xi and wanted to complain to her, so she called back. 

“Roger, where are you?” 



“The same place.” 

Susan didn’t explain why she didn’t answer the phone, and ruo huan yan didn’t ask more. 

The old place she mentioned was the bar they often went to, and Susan happened to be near the bar, so 

they arrived soon. 

As soon as Susan entered the bar, she saw that Roger was playing crazily on the stage. She also ran up. 

The two of them didn’t jump for long and went to the bar counter to drink. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“You are pregnant now. How dare you come to such a place? What if someone sees you?” 

Susan thought ironically. 

“Who knows me here?Besides, it’s impossible for Ling City to come back to such a place. ” 

ruo huan yan said confidently. Ye Ling City would never know this place. 

Not far from the bar, a woman took the picture. 

“You are so happy today. I can’t find you in one day.” 

ruo huan yan complained while drinking. 

“Roger, I’m here to tell you something important. It’s so unexpected!” 

Susan thought that Roger would ask her curiously, but she didn’t expect that she acted as if nothing had 

happened and was not confused at all. 

“Now for me, nothing is a big deal except for the city.” 

ruo huan yan didn’t care what Susan wanted to say at all. 

“Even if Ning stream is still alive, it won’t affect you at all?Aren’t you afraid that he will go to see her if 

he knows? ” 

Susan said in a sarcastic tone, picked up her gla** and swung it leisurely. 

As expected, as soon as she heard Susan’s words, the bar in her hand fell heavily on the bar counter. She 

looked a little nervous and said, “what did you say?Ning Xi is still alive?What happened?How do you 

know? ” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Susan tasted the delicious wine first and didn’t answer in a hurry. She had been so calm just now, but 

now she knew she was in a hurry. 

“Tell me!” 

At this moment, ruo huan yan was more anxious than anyone else. She knew clearly that if ye Ling City 

knew that Ning Xi was still alive, he would definitely find her back. 



It was not easy for him to get closer to the city now. He slowly became nicer to himself. He couldn’t let 

Ning stream ruin all her plans and make her give up all her previous efforts. 

“Now you know you are in a hurry. Who just said you didn’t care?” 

Susan complained. 

“It’s about Ling City. How can I not care?” 

ruo huan yan was annoyed by Susan’s arrogance. 

“I thought that the b**** Ning Xi had died a long time ago, but I didn’t expect to see her that day…” 

Susan recalled that day when she went to the park with the two babies and saw the scene of Ning 

stream. 

She said to Roger 11. 

…… 
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 “She is so lucky that she won’t die even if she falls from such a high place!” 

Susan thought for a while and felt angry. Why did all good luck fall on a b**** like her. 

After listening to Susan’s description, ruo huan yan thought for a while and felt that it was not that 

simple. There were really many doubts. 

“Susan, are you sure that Ning stream fell from such a high place?” 

ruo huan yan wanted to know everything. Susan didn’t tell her in detail. 

“Of course, I have sent me the video of those people I bought off. Look.” 

Susan had never doubted this. She handed the phone to ruo huan yan, and ruo huan yan took it and 

watched the video. Ning stream did fall from such a high place. 

Then she boldly guessed that the woman Susan saw was not ning xiao xi, but she looked like her. 

“Susan, is it possible that the woman you saw is not Nina?” 

Susan hesitated when she asked this question, because she did doubt it, because she was really not 

sure. After all, she didn’t have close contact with her. 

But she looked so much like Ning stream that even the aura she gave off was exactly the same as Ning 

stream. So he judged that she was Ning stream, but in fact, Susan had no evidence at all. 

“I’m not sure about that. I’ve been investigating her secretly recently, but I’m not sure whether she is 

Ning stream.” 

“I will also help you investigate this matter. I don’t believe that Ning Xi’s life is so miserable!” 



ruo huan yan gulped down a gla** of wine, her eyes flickering. Now she had something to worry about 

again. 

She couldn’t ruin all her plans because of an unknown woman. 

The two babies stayed at Ning stream until night. 

Ning Xi had prepared dinner in advance, hoping that chen chen and han han could go home after dinner. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“Ray, chen chen and han han, it’s time to wash your hands and have dinner.” 

“Let’s go to have dinner. We’ll play later.” 

As soon as the two babies and ray heard the words of Ning stream, they came over without hesitation. 

Ray became more obedient because of chen chen and han han. 

chen chen and han han didn’t expect that they had been here for the whole afternoon and it was getting 

dark. 

“Mommy, we have to go home now. Daddy and grandma will worry about us.” 

chen chen was a sensible boy. Thinking of their grandmother’s anxious look, he still thought that he 

should go home early. 

Although he also wanted to have dinner with their mommy, they hadn’t had dinner together for a long 

time. 

“Brother, I’m a little hungry. Can I go back later…” 

Looking at the dinner on the table, han han stared at it with her big eyes, and her stomach cooperated 

very well. The noise was heard by all of them. 

“How about this? After you have dinner here, Mommy will drive you home later, okay?” 

Seeing that han han was really hungry and it was late at night, Ning Xi was worried about letting the two 

go home alone. 

Hearing what Ning Xi said, chen chen nodded in agreement. 

Needless to say, han han held her brother’s hand happily and stared at him with a meng meng 

expression. 

“Then let’s go back after dinner.” 

Ning Xi took the two babies to the table and filled them with rice. 

Today’s dinner was a little delicious. Perhaps because of the two children, the family was more lively. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“chen chen and han han, you should eat more.” 



Ning Xi kept picking up food for the two babies, afraid that they couldn’t reach them. 

Ning stream had completely forgotten about the diet of the two babies. She forgot to put a sparerib into 

chen chen’s bowl, but at this time, the little baby han han saw it and looked at Ning stream and said. 

“Mommy, Huey doesn’t like meat. He likes vegetables.I like meat. Give it to me.Ha ha… ” 

At this moment, a voice suddenly echoed in Ning Xi’s mind. 

“Mommy, I want to eat vegetables, not meat…” 

“Mommy, if Huey doesn’t eat meat, I want to eat. I’ll feed him all the vegetables…” 

Ning Xi suddenly felt a headache. She put down her chopsticks and rested her forehead on it. 

“Mommy, what’s wrong with you?” 

“Mommy, are you okay?” 

When the two babies saw their mommy Ning Xi suddenly feel uncomfortable, they both jumped off the 

chairs in a hurry and ran to the opposite side of her. 

“I’m fine. Enjoy your dinner.” 

“Mommy, we are full.” 

“Yes, I’m full, too.” 

The two kids felt sorry for their mommy. When they saw her uncomfortable, they didn’t want to eat 

either. 

“Mommy, you can rest at home. We can go back by ourselves.” 

chen chen was worried that his mother would come back alone later, so he didn’t want her to send him 

back. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

“It doesn’t matter. I’m fine. I just felt a little dizzy just now.It’s so late. It’s not safe for you two kids to go 

home. ” 

Ning stream insisted on sending the two babies back, or she would feel uneasy at home. 

After packing up, Ning stream went to the hall and was about to tell her in case she would worry. At this 

time, she just went downstairs. 

“Amanda, I’ll send chen chen and han han back first.” 

“Tianxin, how about I drive them back with you?” 

gu yi ran was worried that it would be unsafe for Ning Xi to go out alone. It would be too late to go 

home later. 

“What about ray?Are you going to leave him alone at home? ” 



Nina said jokingly. She hadn’t thought that her son, ray, had forgotten. 

“Why hasn’t Daniel come back yet?” 

gu yi ran looked in the direction of the door. gong hao yu should have come back at this time. 

“It’s okay. I can do it alone. I’m an adult now. What are you worried about?” 

“How about I drive chen chen and han han home and you stay at home to take care of ray?” 

gu yi ran was still worried about Ning Xi going out alone. What if he suddenly fainted like last time?Let 

alone outside at night. 

“Mommy, we can go back by ourselves. Don’t worry. We have grown up.” 

chen chen was a sensible boy. Even if he wanted Ning Xi to drive them home, he was worried about 

their mother for safety, so he didn’t want her to drive them home. 
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 “Mommy, we want to go back with you…” 

han han said in a low voice, her eyes red. She was afraid that their mother wouldn’t send them back. 

She held Ning Xi’s hand tightly and didn’t want to leave her. 

han han couldn’t help but act like a spoiled child to Ning Xi. She didn’t think as much as chen chen did. 

She thought their mommy should be with them all the time. 

ning xiao xi didn’t want to be separated from the two children from the bottom of her heart. Seeing the 

sensible look of chen chen and the distressing look of han han, she insisted on sending chen chen han 

han back. “Don’t worry, Ethan. If I really have something to call you, you can rest a**ured now.” 

With the insistence of Ning stream, she didn’t say anything more. She knew that she couldn’t stop it. 

“Okay. Be careful on the way.” 

Then gu yi ran sent Ning Xi and the two babies out. 

“Goodbye, aunt Amanda!” 

“Goodbye, aunt Amanda!” 

The two babies waved at her politely at the same time. 

“Goodbye, chen chen and han han. Come back next time you have time. You are always welcome here.” 

gu yi ran was still enthusiastic. In fact, she also liked the two children, chen chen and han han, cute and 

sensible. 

After watching them leave, she went back to the hall. 

As soon as she came in, she suddenly felt that something was missing. She looked at it and thought for a 

while before she realized that ray was missing. 



gu yi ran thought ray was in the dining room or upstairs, so she called him, “ray, Ray!You are playing 

hide and seek with mommy again. Come out… ” 

gu yi ran began to think ray was just playing hide and seek with her, but he didn’t reply after calling him 

so many times. 

gu yi ran suddenly panicked. She searched everywhere in the dining room, bathroom and upstairs. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Without ray, he was really not at home.Why did he disappear in just a few minutes. 

She was so anxious that she wanted to cry. 

“What should I do?What should I do?Ray is missing. ” 

It suddenly occurred to gu yi ran that he might have left with chen chen and han han. He liked them so 

much that he certainly wouldn’t want them to leave, so he went with them. 

At the thought of this, she ran out of the room in a hurry and was about to chase them. She thought that 

she might not be far away from them. 

gu yi ran didn’t care about anything else and ran out in slippers. 

“Tianxin!Ray! ” 

She shouted as she ran, hoping that they wouldn’t go far. 

Gradually, she ran to the intersection. There were two roads in front of her and she didn’t know where 

to go. She didn’t know where chen chen and han han’s home was. 

gu yi ran, who had been chasing after them without hearing any response, was extremely disappointed. 

She could only pick up her phone and call Ning Xi. 

“Beep… Beep…” 

But she couldn’t get through to Ning Xi. 

She was so anxious that she kept struggling back and forth on the road. If ray and Nina were together, it 

would be fine. But she was afraid that Ray would go out secretly by himself. 

She called Ning Xi several times, but no one answered. In a hurry, she had to call gong hao yu first. 

“Daniel, Daniel, come back!Ray is missing, ray is missing… ” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

gu yi ran couldn’t help but burst into tears. 

gong hao yu sensed that something was wrong when he heard her voice. He immediately put aside his 

work and rushed back. 

“Don’t be so excited, Amanda. Just wait for me at home. Do you hear me?” 



gong hao yu heard her voice and knew that she was not in a good condition. He was worried that she 

would do something stupid, so he comforted her on the phone first. 

Hearing gong hao yu’s words, gu yi ran walked back home in a daze, waiting for him to come back. 

Ray had never left her. His sudden disappearance made her unable to bear it at once, so it was 

inevitable for her to lose control of her emotions. 

Ning stream took chen chen and han han to the car. The two babies were very clingy to Ning stream, 

leaning against her arms. They were afraid that they would be separated if they got off the car. 

ning xiao xi thought of the conversation she had with gu yi ran today, and looked at the two children in 

her arms. If chen chen and han han were really her children, what had she experienced before?Why did 

she lose her memory again? 

The two babies fell asleep in the arms of Ning stream. They began to chat with Ning stream, but now 

they were silent. 

Ning Xi looked down at them and found that they were asleep. 

This kind of feeling made Ning Xi feel inexplicably happy. 

…… 

Soon, they arrived at the address mentioned by chen chen and han han. Ning stream didn’t want to 

wake up the two babies, but she was really unable to do it alone. She was helpless that she couldn’t hold 

the two children. 

“chen chen, han han, we are home.” 

Even so, the voice of Ning stream was still very light and gentle, for fear of waking them up. 

“Girl, your two kids are so good. They didn’t quarrel all the way.” 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The driver drove all the way here and also noticed the three of them. 

After all, chen chen and han han were bao bao, so others would pay more attention to them. 

The driver had been driving a taxi for so many years, and children like him were usually naughty and 

noisy. He liked chen chen and han han very much when he saw them. 

“Yes, they are always obedient and sensible.” 

Hearing the driver’s casual praise of the two babies, ning xiao xi felt inexplicably happy. 

The two babies gradually woke up. 

“Are you home?” 

“So soon. I haven’t slept enough!” 

The two babies opened their eyes in a daze. They did get home. 



Ning Xi got off the car with the two babies and said to the driver with a smile, “thank you, sir.” 

In this way, the taxi went away, and the two little babies also arrived home safely. 

The two babies got out of the car and looked very energetic. They didn’t look like they had just woken 

up. 

Because they knew that if they got home, it meant that their Mommy would leave them. 

Thinking of this, chen chen and han han couldn’t fall asleep at all. 

  

 


